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INTRODUCTION 

1. The activities being undertaken by UNIDO in tije field of industrial policies and program- 

ming are related to the economic and financial aspects ci' the industrialisât   m prooiuv of t;,,- 

developing countries.    As  in other fields,  these activities take diverse forms.    Some are aim«! 

at providing a forua for discussions whereby the attertion of the international community ij 

brought to bear on Issues related to strategies and policiesj such activities may lead to ^vern- 

Bental disoussione and decisions favouring industrialization.    Other activities form part of an 

increasing programme of teohnioal assistance at both the macro-economic level and at the nuero- 

eeenoaic level of specific industrial projects and products.    Through its promotcou.il activities, 

UNIDO attempts to promote the transfer of :.n increasing amount of resources from industry in de- 

veloped countries to industry in developing countries, thus supporting the trend towards inter- 

national industrial co-operation, 

2« In the proposed programme of work for 1973, emphasis in the Industrial Policies and 

Programing Division has been put on several features.    First, the activities undertaken by 

aroups 12 to 15 have been increasingly integrated.    The activities related to induutnnl poli- 

cies, which were previously presented in Group 13,  have now been integrated into Group 12 j 

Group 13 will be concentrating on industrial financing and investment promotion.    Second, more 

activities are being undertaken as joint progresases with the other substantive division«.    For 

example, a promotional component has been introduced into the expert group meetings of the Indus- 

trial Technology Division, and the meeting on transfer of technology through licensing and sub- 

contracting agreements is being organized jointly by the Industrial Policies and Programming 

Division, the Industrial Technolog Division and the Industrial Services and Institutions 

Division.    Third,  field and headquarters activities have become so closely  interlinked that  in 

many inetinces it  is difficult to draw a distinction between them}  on the one hand,  staff mem- 

bers partioipate in field missions and, on the other hand, the work on operational activities of 

a promotional nature is often carried out at headquarters.    Finally,  there is a tendency towards 

concentrating new featuret» and approaches in several major continuous programmes rather than 

starting completely new activities, 

3. The activities of UNIDO under the Industrial Policies and Programming Division are being 

carried out on three levels!    (g) country levelf    (b) regional and subregional levels;    and 

(¿) international level,  as defined by the International Development Strategy adopted by the 

General Assembly in resolution 2626 (XXV). 

Country level 

4, At the oountry level, UNIDO is continuing its exports to adapt approaches: and .v.tivi t ien 

to the specific needs of individual developing countries.    Special attention  is bein<r riven  to th<- 

least developed among the developing countries.     Industrial survey missions that have been .¡uited 

particularly for these countries are being extended.    Special attention will  be given to 
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•tn:n stance  in designing industrial  programmes and policies for,  and in assessing industrial prog- 

rep s  in,   these countries.    Further,  UNTDO will make special efforts to promote industrial projects 

in tho  least  developed countries. 

5. UNIDO's assistance to individual  countries is conducted either at the macro-economic 

level   (industry  taken as a whole or industrial sectors) or at the mi ero-economic level (industrial 

projects and products). 

6. Several trends have become discernible with regard to UNIDO's assistance at  the macro-   * 

economi-  lovol.     Industrial survey missions, whiph constitute an effective  instrument for as- 

sessing the present situation and potentialities of the industrial sector and for pointing out 

investment opportunities and needs for technioal assistance,  are being requested by an increasing 

number of countries.    The missions provide the basic information and analyses on which further 

action,   in particular in planning and designing policies, may be developed.    They have also been 

useful   in connexion with the preparation of UNDP Country Programmes in industry. 

7. In 1972, UNIDO will initiate a new type of advisory mission through which confidential 

consultations can take place between top-level experts and a country»® top deoision makers ia the 

industrial field.    Depending upon the outcome of a first experiment in this area, this activity 

may be expanded to include other developing countries. 

8. With regard to industrial plans,  policies and strategies,  emphasis will be put on the 

provision of advice to developing countries on the selection of priorities among industrial sec- 

tors.     This would meet the need expressed by a number of countries to oonoentrate their effort» 

on certain priority seotora.    UNIDO will assist these countries to establish a solid and rational 

baais on which they will be able to select certain priority industrial sectors, taking into ac- 

count  the situation and potentialities,  as identified through survey missions, and the possibili- 

ties- open to developing countries of increasing their exports of manufactures,  especially through 

the   1-neralized Scheme of Preferences.    After the priority industrial  sectors have been eeleoted, 

UNIDO will provide assistance in designing integrated programmes,   including sets of industrial 

policies necesearj' for their implementation.    In many instances,  the programmes may call for a 

rertructuring of existing industry and  improvements in technology,  mangement,  training etc., 

areas  in which projects could be carried out  in joint action with the other substantive divisions. 

If tho  interested country so wishes,   the  sectoral restructuring programmes will contain plans for 

technological development,  including assistance in the transfer of technology, subcontracting and 

li.;enüin£ policies,  information services,   long-term programmes for training and technological  re- 

son reh,   and the development of engineering capacity.    It is expected that Buch assistance in 

induct ri-tl   technical development,   through  integrated programmes,   will be one of UNIDO*s main con- 

'rtbuticms   to   the   transfer of technology  from developed to developing countries. 

Tin.» rectoral programmes will draw more and more on resources mobilized in industrialized 

'O'l:.'!•.'•;• for '..-' t-en-jfit of developing countries through agreemants for continuous industry-to- 

¡niui-try  co-operation.    Thin new development  in the sectoral  programmes will become one of the 

ítur^s  of UNIDO'c  industrial   promotion programmea. ; i ti 
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10. The  promotion of export-oriented   industries  is a key   i-¡suo   in all  promotion .uMivi ties, 

and assistance  to  developing countries   in this  respect will   so   increased   in close co-operation 

with UNCTAD.     In particular,  developing countries will be helped  and  encouraged to draw  the max- 

imum benefit  from the Generalized Scheie   of Preferences and from whatever othsr point i ve mormuran 

that may be decided upon at the Thii^ United Nations Conference  on Trade and Development.. 

11, Many of the activities being undertaken by UNIDO within the Industrial Policies and  Pro- 

gramming Division are related to the Second United Nations Development Decade.    Rmphasis will be 

put on assistance  in the establishment of a system of assessment  and monitoring of industrial 

progress, and special resources have been requested to make  it  possible for UNTDO to render ad- 

visory services to the countries concerned. 

12, At the -aicro-econamic level, UNIDO will concentrate its efforts on industrial projects 

considered to be of high priority by the country ooncernedf    a full Bequence of assistance will be 

provided throu¿Vri,
tt  the various stages of the project development  processi    identification»   proj- 

ect preparation and evaluation, financial planning, promotion and implementation.    Thin approach 

will be undertaken in close co-operation with the other substantive divisions.    The special   re- 

sporsibilities of the Indurtrial Policies and Programming Division will be project planning and 

evaluation activities, subcontracting and product adaptation programmes, project financing (in- 

cluding assistance in external financing),  investment promotion programmes and project implemen- 

tation (including preparation of tenders,  evaluation of bids etc.). 

13, Special efforts will also be made to assist countries to adopt and utilize proper methods 

of evaluation ao that the industrial projects they choose will make a maximum contribution   to the 

numerous policy goals of the Government,  including especially the contributions to foreign ex- 

change earnings and savings, employment»  reinveatable surplus and appropriato  incorm- distribution, 

thus tying together the mi oro-economi c (project) planning with the macro-economic (economy-wide) 

planning and ensuring consistency between the two. 

14. Promotion programmes already wnderway 'investment promotion, subcontracting,  product de- 

velopment and adaptation and a special programme for industrial financing institutions) are  re- 

ceiving inereasing support and help from both developing and developed countries.    TV»se  pro- 

grammes will be amplified and extended to regions that have not yet been served.    Although  the 

promotional programmes are tending to become more diversified,  they will be closely  integrated 

with other UHIDO activities.    Fmphu3is will be put on assistance  to developing count nee   in 

building up  and  strengthening their own promotion machiner;/,  both   in their own countries  and   in 

their branch offices in industrialized countries,  and in training personnel to operate nuoh 

machiner;-. 

15. Increased  efforts will be devoted  to assistance  in mobilising  internal resourcei;  of  fi- 

nancing (including savings) and channelling them to industry.     In the mobilization of external 

resources,   regional  and interregional  promotional meetings will   re  cupplerv.-nted by   1 ricrearvi!  ac- 

tivity in promoting  industrial projects through portfolios,   especially with  refaH   to  priority 
rTO^cts singled  out  for special attention by the country oonc^rrifyi,     An  increasing sr.ar*:  of   tr.e 

promotion activities will be oriented  towards  sectoral  programme:;,   to  be  carnal  out   ¡n  ':io.;. 

co-operation with  the  Industrial  Technology Division. 
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Regional and subregional levels 

16. At the regional and subregional levels, UNIDO assistance will be concentrated on groups 

of developing countries that have agreed on a programme of economic oo-operation th-.t includes 

the industrial sector.    Close contact will be maintained with the secretariats of such groupings 

in Asia,  Africa and Latin America.    UNIDO is stimulating the exchange of ideas and experiences 

between these secretariats by organizing meetings of their responsible officers or by arranging 
study visits from one secretariat to another. 

17. In addition, UNIDO will increase its direct assistance to these groupings through opera- 

tional projects consisting of advice on the setting up of multinational industries, preparation 
of sectoral inter-country programmes and harmonization of industrial policies. 

18. It is envisaged that the promotional programes of UNIDO will be utilized increasingly 

for regional projectsf as it is, these programmes already provide a framework for industrial oo- 

operation agreements between developing countries of the same region, and from region to region. 

19. Moreover, UNIDC -fill continue to participate, in elose oo-operation with the regional 

eeonooic oowai^ions and UNE30B, in various activities of a regional nature, such as the indus- 
trial surveys, in Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

International level 

20. At the international level, UNIDO is periodically reviewing current trends and develop- 

ments in industry and publishing this information in the »Industrial Development Survey». Ais 

basic tank is supplemented by special studies that pinpoint major problems of common interest to 

developing countries in their industrialization process. Emphasis is being given to this activ- 

ity as it forms part of the contribution of UNIDO in the elaboration and implementation of the 

International Development Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade. 

21. In addition, UNIDO is proceeding with its programme of projections of industrial produc- 

tion, employment and trade in developing countries during the 1970s. It is expected that the 

projections will provide a framework, both at the over-all and at the sectoral levels, that will 

facilitate discissions between Governments on policy issues concerning industrialization. 

22. A specific study on the role of export industries in the industrialization oí developing 

countries has been prepared by UNIDO and will be presented to the Third United Nations Conference 

on Trade and Development. It is expected that as a follow-up of the Conference, joint activities 

will be developed through which UNIDO, by assisting in the promotion of discussions and negotia- 

tions among Governments, could help to develop new approaches to international industrial co- 

operation for the benefit of developing countries. 

23.    The activities on international strategy, policies and assessment will draw widely on the 

work conducted at the country and regional levels. They will be undertaken in clo.e co-operatxon 

with other United Nations bodies, especially UNCTAD, the regional economic commissions and 

UNESOB, and will be part of the general contribution of the United Nations fa ily to the imple- 

mentation of the International Development Strategy. 



OEOUPia    INDUSTEIAL PmOORAMMDfO PEOJ1CT PLANN INO 
AND POLICIES 

24. Th« activities of UHIBO b«ing carried eut by Oroap 12 have been dcatgnad t© u*t*t th# 

developing countrie« to determin« their industrial development strategie« and polici««, to formu- 

late and implement industrial development plan« and programmes, and to imerov« th*» technical, 

institutional and informational base« for project formulation, evaluation and i«pi^»nt»tioa. 

The work programme in thi» field continues to «tress thé linkage between operational and «ttpf»@rt- 

ing activities, both of which are ori«ot«d toward« the solution of specific probi«»« facing in- 

dividual developinf countrie« and country troupe. 

25. Unce many of the field operation« related to planning alae call  for advice en policy 

matter«, and often one expert i« expected to undertake both task« aimvltniMettaljr, Wtm decid«! 

to transfer the responsibility for industrial policies fro« 3roup 13 to Oreup 12.    Pisani«« *»» 

policies will accordingly receive an integrated treatment in the supporting activities a« well. 

26. Although the programme of work being carried out by Oroup 12 contain* «any elmm%» of » 

continuing nature, new kinds of recjuirements often ««erg» in the cours» of bmokatopping technical 

assistance projects.    These new factors call for an updating of the prog «an* orientation  wd   i 

restructuring of the specific components of the programme.    One of the major change  in the Ì >t\ 

programs« will be that the work related +^ over-all and long-ter» prospecta,  priorities» and poli- 

cies is to be appreciably expanded,  in accordance with the suggestiona made by  several delegations 

to the fifth session of the Industrial Development Board (a/8416, para.201)» 

27. In the proposed work programme in this field for 1973,  there are a number of new  ifttivi- 

ti«s and components that focus on the conditions pre/ailing in the least developed man* the de- 

veloping countries.    Among such activities are the advisory services for the appraisal of pro«r*»a 

in relation to the International Development Strategy for the Second Unted Nations Development 

Decade (12.0?) and an in-depth review of the formulation of investment priorities in the relative- 

ly small countries and countries at an early stage of industrialization (12.01.02). 

¿3. It  is essential that guidelines and methodologies at both the over-all  and th*- ITO <W; 

levels should be more practioal  and mor« clouely related to the specific  r^jui reman tu of the 

countries by foousing on branches or complexes of industry.    Within project   12.01,  for iT-tmj.if, 

special attention will be paid to the developing countries thil ar«  introducing rr vii um- wi  long- 

tenn industrial development plans and that are struggling to rentru'utire their  ¡nd-it-t* IHI,     ¡înm* 

industries,   such as the machine-tool,   electrical engineoring .ini wilding ti.'ii:''.n»'¡;,  n-^.d  np>-'->>tl 

treatment in terms of properly  time-phased programming within over-all  d«v*iopîwm*  pr¡oriti«¡í. 

Work along these lines will be  carried out  in clo?«? co-operation with  Oi(. rfi-wit. gro-i,.-.' of 

activities of the Industrial Technology Division. 
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?'). Industrial project  planning  (12.02) and industrial  project  evaluation  (12.03)   include 

activities concerned with social ben3f!t-cost analysis and  informational  aid for project  formu- 

lation.    Attention is also being given to the environment of industries,  a subject   chat was not 

explicitly  included  in  earlier work  programmes but  which now demands  increasing attention  in 

industrial  preparation and evaluation. 

30. Industrial project implementation (12.04) now includes supporting work related to invest- 

ment contracting (12.04.03);     to the machinery for planning,  implementation and follow-up (12.04.04 

and to computer utilization in the industrial development of the developing countries (12.O4.O5). 

31. The International Development Strategy attaches considerable importance to closer econom- 

ic cooperation among developing countries.    A number of regional groups of countries have asked 

UNIDO to assist them in sheeting industries suitable for joint regional co-operationf     in study- 

ing the  feasibility of implementing such co-operate  industries as  regional projects}    and in 

formulating regional policies to facilitate the implementation of these projects.    In view of the 

increasing number o* requests for such assistance,  UNIDO proposes to expand its supporting activ- 

ities iu this area in an attempt to find solutions to the many technical problems involved in 

regional  industrial cooperation.    The proposed activities are linked to regional industrial co- 

operation (I2.O5) and will be carried out in close co-operation with UNCTAD. 

3?. Owing to the increased demand for technical assistance,  strong emphasis has been put on 

the supporting work for the formulation of industrial policies designed to achieve national in- 

dustrialization objectives'and targets (12.06).    A substantial amount of work,  in the form of 

studies,  workshops and meetings, will be undertaken in co-operation with ECA in support of the 

Second Conference of African Ministers of Industry,  to be convene'  in the autumn of I973,  00- 

uponsored by ECA, the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and UNIDO. 

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

33- Til« tendency noticed in 1970 towards a broadening of the substantive areas of teohnioal 

assistance has become a reality.    In addition to the rapid increase in activities within the 

traditional areas of technical assistance, new types of projects have been requested with empha- 
8i0» MSL äÜa, on the development of a data base for industrial programming and implementation! 

on long-term considerations related to industrial de/elopment and progress appraisal of the in- 

dustrial  oector»    and or assistance during the early    ^.,-os of project implementation in suoh 

matters as tendering and contracting.     Industrial polices have become increasingly an integral 

element of most country requests.    Developing countries  are particularly interested in receiving 

advice or  the effects of tariffs,  import controls and investment  incentives on the promotion of 

industrial development.     There  is also a growing interest   in the type of policies needed  to  im- 

prove the performance of industries operating under public ownership and to stimulate  industries 

in the  private sector to  increase their efficiency through  industrial mergers etc.    The number of 

requests ontailmg a multi-disciplinary and integrated approach has increased considerably.    Proj- 

ects dealing with the naticial machiner,   for planning, policies and  implementation have also ac- 

quired n n.cre prominent   pl^ce within the work programme of UNIDO. 



^4. These new   features,   together with  the   impact  of the Ions-term programming prooodur.-s  ïov 

technical  assistance,  have led to  a considerable   increase   in both  the volun.e  and   the .-.hare  of 

major projects within  >oup 1?.     Whereas  the  share  of large  projects was'-  approximately r>0 pet- 

rent  of the  total  projects carried  out   .,;  Group  12   in 1>71,   it  appears that   tins  share (of both 

approved projects and requirements fo • new projects) will rise to about 70 per cent in V)'[2 and 

reach 90 per cent   in 1973.    This  is a  significant  development,  which can be  considered as   f-ivour- 

-.bl->  for  the  activities  carri ci  out   by  ¿roup  l;:,   o i nee  the  assis»aneo  in  almost   ail  areas  .-ov.-r.vt 

i.v   this ¿roup,   particularly   the  areas   relating  to   industrial  str.te-ios  aiui   lons-torm 9,-vel opino»! 

-rogramming,  can be rendered in a more co-ordinated and consistent way through unified project 

teams rather than through individual experts.    Thus, the quality and efficiency of the technical 

assistance projects are likely to  improve under this new scheme.     In addition, the rapid growth 

of operational project requirements in this field, which will double in 1972 and  increase by 

2.6 times in 1973 as compared to 1971, would already have overtaxed UNIDO's resources. Tor back- 

stopping and supporting were it not  for the economies of scale brought about by the change in the 

si^e pattern of technical assistance projects. 

35. Aside from the new areas previously mentioned, the developing countries are requesting 

assistance along the following lineal    formulation of national (and regional) industrial devel- 

opment strategies and programmes, which should form an integral part of the over-all development 

plan of the country (region)f    formulation of policy measures related to industry!    formulation 

of investment criteria}    selection of priority industries and priority projectsf    preparation of 

criteria for,  and advice on, location of industrial projeotuf    preparation of feasibility studiosi 

and evaluation of a project's social profitability. 

Value of approved field projects and forecast of requirements.  1971 to 1973 
"•' IT-'--.     ^in thousands of US dollars) 

Source of 
fundi 

UNDP/SP 

UTOP/TA 

HP 

SIS 

QTP 

FIT 

Total 

1971 
estimated     Approved 

expenditure    projects 

JL2IL im. 

778.4 

587.2 

264.5 

243.3 

75.8 

82-3 

2,036.5 

1 
?,2QS.l 

201,0 

324.0 

42.0 

2,775.1 

Requi rementa 
for new 
projects 

'^°'r)   a/ 
(619.5)* 

25O.O 

100.0 

75.1.? 
1,í3í:-.9 

Total 

3,119.0 

201.0 

574.0 

100.0 

117.0 

4,111.0 

Approved 
projects 

650.8 

200.0 

Requirements 
for new 
projects 

4,?al.O     , 
(1,775.0)» 

B50.H 

Total 

4,r»01.H 

Í'ÜÜ.O 

700.0 

I4O.O 

115.0 

6,0^.« 

Notes    UNDP/TA and UNBP/SF are to be merged,  effective 1 January 1972. 

a/ Annual  estimated costs of projects included in the «TOP Country Programmen or projeclu 
officially submitted to tWDP for approval. 
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List of Approved Projects and Projects 

under Active Consideration 

Projects over UStlOO.OOO Projects wider UStlOO.QOO 

Multisectoral 

QUI (IPP)* - Assistance in establishment of 
industrial studies centre 

MAH (IFF)* - Industrial economist 

MAR (IPF)* - Industrial project formulation 
and evaluation 

SKA-6 (3F) - Industrial advisory consultancy 
services 

TAS-10 (SP) - Industrial studies and develop- 
ment centre, Bar-es-Salaam 

Ttlf-15 (SP) - National centre for industrial 
studies 

rao-72 (SP) - Centre of industrial studies 
for the Maghrob 

ARO-46 (IPP)* -   Industrial development of 
the northwest region of Argentina 

I8Â-16 (IPP)* - Sesearon Centre for tndustris.1 
and trade Development 

SIP-69/6I8 and 70/6 - Industrial advisory 
mission 

CTfP (IPP)* - Industrial research and 
development 

JQ&-13 (SP) - Assistance in industrial plan- 
ning and programming 

KUH (IPP)* - Bureau of industrial studies and 
services 

SAIW4 (SF) - Industrial studies and develop- 
ment centre, Riyadh 

IÏR-34 (SP) - Establishment of bureau of in- 
dustrial project evaluation and feasibility 
studies 

JNT-25 (3P) - Central advisory services to 
the Indue trial Development Centre for Arab 
State« (HCAS) 

ŒS-35 (Ipp) - Industrial development advis- 
ory team 

(17 projects) 

CMH/70/3 
CCS(B)/7l/4 
IVC/12/2/1** 
LIH/7O/5 
LIV71/5 
HAG/71/133O 
MACJ-9022-70 
If IV68/7 
NII/69/2O 
SIL/71/1396 
AFÍ-RE0/RP 

EAC/68/11 
BAM-71/1232 
BRA-71/1218 
ÄEX/12/2/2** 
UT/12/1/5 
PIJ/68/3 
m/jl/6 
»0^70/7 
MAi/68/5 
PAK/68/11 
«I/12/2/3** 

SIN/68/1 
AP^/12/2/5 
AFE/RP 
INT/12/1/7** 
INT/70/737 
INT/12/2/5 
INT-VC/OO/15 
INT-VC/ÔO/13 

(30 iMrojseU} 

*    Projects not yet approved but included in the Country Programmes and projects officially 
requested. * 

** Fellowship posts. 
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Projects over USllOO.OOC 'ro.ioots under UJ>100t000 

Industrial development strategies and plans 

CON(K) (IPP)* - Diagnostic study and pros- 
pects of Zairian industry 

SOM/68/21 - Industrial programming and indus- 
trial economist 

TAB (IFF)* - Industrial strategy formulation 

TAN-22 (IPP)* - Industrial studies and devel- 
opment centre, PhaBe II 

COL/68/18 - Industrial programmin« 

PAK/68/8 - Industrial programming mission 

IHT-70/712 (SIS) - Regional co-operation in 
establishment of manufacturing units in 
heavy electrical and heavj engineering 
branches of industry 

(7 projects) 

ETH-70/851 
OAB/69/3 
aUl/68/19 
MLI/69/3 
MLI/12/2/I** 
MAU-70/753 
RWA/12/1/4*» 
SUD/l2/1/4 
SWA/69/687 
SWA/12/1/2 
TUN-9OI3/7O 

' UOA/68/19 
IDCAS/12/2/2»* 
BOL/12/1/2** 

BOL/12/1/3 
BRA 'Vj/Ü 
BRA/70/1 
VW/'Il/lòó*-) 
VEH/70/I6 
LAT/l2/1/4 
MAL/71/11 
PAK/7I/7** 
PHI/12/2/4** 
PHI/12/1/7** 
IHA-70/II22 
TOA/l 2/2/2«* 
AFE/12/1/5 
CYP/12/1/2** 

OYP/71/I 
LEB/69/r) 
LEB/12/i/l»* 
SAU/70/t) 
svi/u/2/y 
TUR/01/1/.]** 
Tim/12/2/3** 
TUR/12/2/?** 
TUR/70/31** 
EME/l 2/1/I 
EME/12/2/1 
INT/12/1/5 
IDCAS-VC/12/17 

(41 project«) 

Apaisais of IP*«1««« In the industriai sector 

US/12/1/1** 
MAa/68/9 
ZA1^68/15 
ZAM/70/1065 
COL/71/1 
ECü/69/9 

SÏU-9032-71 
&3-70/752 
LAÎ-71/1375 
AFO/12/2/I** 
AfO-71/1251 
IBS/6'V29 

PAK/71/22** 
PHI/71/1311 
VIE/69/2 
IWi/12/1/3** 
nw/70/832 
IDCAS-T0/12/2O 

(IH projects) 

Machiner? *»r fridustrtál planning. 1»1 ementaron 
and mlo—np 

C(M{%) (IFF)* - Continuation of assistance 
started under FIT progress* 

MM (IFF)** - Industrial project foreróation 
and evaluation 

(2 projects) 

UAR/69/25 
WR/ll/l** 
C0R(K)-9O2O-7O 
Gmlt)/12/1/2H 
om/u/i/i 
CWI-70/815 
His/12/2/3** 

SUD/l2/2/2** 
VXl/69/ì 
UPV/12/2/4** 
BRH/12/2/2** 
CETf/71/1343 
HU/70/13 

IRA/12/2/4** 
KOR/12/1/1** 
NHy/12/2/4** 
Hlf/12/l/l" 
CYP/7n/c; 

SYR/12/2/6** 

(19 projeetß) 

Indus trial project glwmiag 

3UÜ-,1/1424 
AFI/12/1/4 
WS/12/1/2 

PÂH/69/19 
PHI-69/666 

OCA3-VC/12/19 
1DCAS-VC/12/X5 

(7 projoQto) 

Projects not yet approved but included in the Country Programmes and projects official ly 

requested. 

Fellowship posts. 
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.Project« over ügtlOO.000 Project« und«r UStlOO.OOO 

ladwtrtl Broi«ct l»l«MHt«t^ 

CCB(B)-70/ll31     PE^/71/8 
COT«)-71/1272     UT/12/2/4 
HQK/68/3 UT/12/1/7 

UT/70/47 
»1-70/1121 
raá/70/22»* 

(9 projet«) 

Lint ion 1A induaivii 
WimU'ÍC* #£lllAf3, 

mfu/2/i**     m^n/im   wmfmM 

(5 projMti) 

Projects not yet approved but included in th* Country Program»« and piateti officially 
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SUPPORTING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 

30. The supporting and other activities of Group 12 are classified under the following 

projects« 

Industrial development strategies and plans 

Industrial project planning 

Industrial project evaluation 

Industrial project implementation 

Regional industrial co-operation 

Policies and Measures used to implement 
industrial development programmes 

Appraisals of progress in the industrial sector 

12.01 

12.02 

12.03 

12,04 

12.O5I/ 

12.06^ 

12.07« 

Industrial development strategie» and plans ( 12 01 ) 

37.   In 1971» the T»*" Qf national Austria! development plans (I2.01.0lj were ex- 

pandsd to provide information on the planning techniques used in the preparation of each plan 

a. well as on the industrial targets, objectives and policies of the developing countries. 

The Summaries also supply points of reference that are necessary to appraise the progress of 

the industrial sector during each plan period within the Second United Nations Development 

Decade (cf. 12.07). In 1971, UNIDO prepared seven summaries of industrial development plana, 

concentrating mainly on regional co-operation groups; these plans were published in 1971 as 

volume II of the «Summaries of Industrial Development Plans» (ID/B/So/Add.3, para.27). 

38.   This work tied in closely with the operational activities in this field, for UNIDO 

received technical assistance requests from two regional organisations in 1971« one from the 

industrial Development Centre for Arab States (IDCAS) and the other from the Forwent Socié- 

tariat of the General Treaty on Central American Economic Integration (SIECA). Tho request 

from IDCAS involved the preparation of a comparative study of •.:.. industrial development plans 

of six of it. member States as well as the training of IDCAS personnel in the préparât,on of 

summaries and analyss. of plans. The request of SIECA was for assistance in the review and 

analysis of the development plan, of five countries in order to identify inconsistencies be- 

tween the various national strategies and policies and between national policies and the de- 

clared regional goals. 

W This project amalgamates the former projects 12.05 and 13.04 (lD/B/80/Add.3). 

2/ Previously reserved for the Industrialiaatio» 
former projects 13.01, 13.02 and 13.03. 

U    Formerly compor^t 12.01.06 (lD/B/80/Aàd.3). 

Í7 Previously reserved for the industrialisation »»*  Productivity Bulletin, it no« compri««« 
former projects 13.01, 13.02 and 13.03. 
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39. UNIDO will continue its work in this area in 1172.    Fifteen more industrial development 

plans,   covering the first half of the Second United Nations Development Decade, will be prepared 

and published by UNIDO in 1972 as volume III  of the Summaries.    Special attention will be devoted 

to the plans of the relatively lees developed of the developing countries of Africa and Asia. 

40. UNIDO proposes to prepare and publish fifteen more industrial development plans in 1973 

as volume IV in this serios. 

41. In 1971, UNIDO continued work on the studies an Problem« and technique» related to the 

selection of industriai development priorities (12.01.02).    Through these studies criteria will 

be provided for determining development priorities with regard to types of industry,  alternative 

technologies,  time sequences of capacity build-up and regional distribution of productive re- 

sources.    The  information contained in the studies will also be uBed to adapt field operations 

to the specific conditions prevailing in a given developing country. 

42. To support the planning activities of the relatively less industriali2ed developing 

countries, a study was prepared in 1971    pelling out the major set of taska to be performed in 

arriving at criteria for the selection of industrial priorities.    This study,  focused on the 

clarification of basic concepts and generalized systems, will be further developed by case 

studies dealing with several selected countries in Africa (especially those considered among 

the group of least developed countries) during the second half of I972 and the first half of 

1973.    The results will b" published in the Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin. 

43. The relatively more industrialized developing countries submitted to UNIDO in I97I an 

increased number of requests for assistance in providing information and developing the ana- 

lytical  techniques necessary for formulating long- and mediu»-term plans and policies for their 

newly established intermediate and capital goods industries.    Technical assistance projects in 

this area call  for intensive supporting activities drawing upon the kind of information,  ex- 

perience and forecasts with which individual experts are not readily equipped, but which are 

more easily accessible on an international level.    In 1971, UNIDO cosini asi oned a planning 

bureau of a developing country to conduct a study on the actual application» of input-output 

techniques and data to industrial programming.    UNIDO also participated in the Second Inter- 

regional Seminar on Long-Term Projections and Planning organized by the Centre for Development 

Planning, Projection and Policies (CDPPP) in Dakar, Senegal,  in 1971. 

44. Towards the end of 1971, UNIDO participated in an adviaory mission on industrial »trat- 

egy that assisted the Government of Senegal in reappraising its industrial development strategy 

before embarking on a new planning exercise.    The results of this mission are being evaluated 

and may lead to similar missions in 1972 and 1973.    Another set of ad hoc supporting activities 

entailing the use of advanced programming techniques was initiated to »eet the needs of Iran, 

Mexico and  the Philippines.     This type of direct supporting activity  13 expected to continue 

through 1972 and 1973, with special reference to case-by-case needs.     In 1972,  Group 12 will 

feus its activities in this area on the machine-tool and electrical  engineering industries, 

jointly with Group 1 (Engineering Industries)  and Group 17 (Industrial Branch Reports and 

AcroBs-the-Board Techr ques)  and in 1973,  on the building industry complex,   jointly with Group 3 

(Construction and Building Materials Industries    and Group I7. 
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;<j. In 1972, UNIDO «ill organize a seminar on plans and policio- .or the envelopment of 

electrical engineering industries in Latin American countries.-^ The -eminar will be earned 

out in co-operation with Group 1 and with the collaboration of ECLA and the Tntor-American De- 

velopment Bank.    At  t >e  seminar country  studies will be presented by selected  participant«. 

46. The project component Planning of maintenance and modernization of industriai  fa.nl iti OB 

(12.01.03). which forms part of the UNIDO programme of maintenance and repair, was initiated 

in connexion with the Interregional Symposium on Maintenance and Repair m Developing Countries 

held in Duisburg in 1970. The follow-up of the Symposium and its exploratory étudies Led to 

an analysis, carried out in 1971 in close co-operation with Group 1, of data on resource al- 

location and actual costs in existing industries. The results of this analyBis will be lesued 

under the title «The ecoromics of maintenance planning» and will serve as reference material 

for project planners. 

47 In 1972, UNIDO proposes to examino the problem of how to programme the domestic pro- 

duction of specific spare parts and .naintenance equipment  for the manufacturing industry as 

well a. to prepare guidelines on the production possibilities and programming methodology. 

In 1973, UBIDO will concentrate on analysing the effects of national policy measures on the 

«.tabli.hment of facilities for maintenance and repair and the performance of such facilities. 

These analyse-, which will cover the major economic and policy aspects of the maintenance prob- 

lem, will contribute to the maintenance and repair programme of UNIDO. 

48 Projsct component 12.01.04 (Reference projections of industrial growth) was phased out 

of the work programme last year (lD/B/80/Add.3, para.32).    The activities under former project 

component 12.01.05 (Organisation of industrial planning and implementation machinery) are now 

contain«! in project component 12.04.04 (Machinery for industrial planning,   1mpl«s*»tation and 

follow-up).   The project component "Appraisal of performance and achievements of industrial 

planiH 12.01.06 (lD/B/80/Add.3, paras.36-37) has now become a separate project entitled 

«Appraiaals of progrea« in the industrial sector" (12.07). 

laomttttat project ajama»* (12.02» 

49, Through this project, UKDO continues to provide technical and other information et*it 

practical probi«« related to industrial project preparation and promotion.    Attention i« paid 

to the technical ta*, of assembling and analysing data on existing industrial «nterprisee as 

well aa on new investment opportuni tie«. 

50. The checklist on various s*^« of t>ro,eot *•i«—it (12.02.01),  Fr«par^ by (WOO 

in 1970 (lD/B/80/Add.3, pera.39), «U *e published in Industrialisier» and Productivity 

Bulletin 10.19.    »• checklist was supplemented by topic«! studies related to major policy 

Z~tor the promotion of industrial project development at various phaoes.    The check Hat 

and the related studies are already in wide use and serve as a base of operation«: for a number 

of "ield activities. 

selected aspects of industrial  policy for Latin 
4 /    Originally scheduled as a seminar on . 
~~     American countries (lD/B/80/Add.3;   project component 13.OI.OO 
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51. D-n* i971t   UIiID0 C0Jiducted a special study m the tima 

-sue on  tho  industrial development  strategy of the develop^ countr.es.    The JL „1 
undertaken  to  support the work of ß•,r,  17 ""es.     me study was 
nn   ti     H „ P 1?  in corme• wth the 1972 United Nations Conference 
on   U, Human Environment.     This activity covered much of  th* -,>       +       • ^onîerence 
mHo, ,,~     .   , ^   'uvcrt-u much of  the aubject matter previously described 

tt. »-» Environ-tent conference älth„^ s,.clflc worl! „.^^ f„ 0r ^ »f 

«ill be decided mon at » i„.„ ..  P tlu" "*" will be decided upon at a later stage. 

52 UXIDO i. contins itr .„„,. towd„ the Hevelc^t .f „..j,,..,  ,., 

t»1 »>-»-«* proj.ct develop„„, ^ poUcj study ea_    The J J* - 
...» .«en for., a. .„du.,ri*l ,.tllU!s,. ml„,  indu.tri.1 ,^ll0, ^ .„il ,.. 

Z2\l ,"'bllC, "" Ph'1'"'"- «» *•*"• « «o~. M« 2.T« .1, and a. ,h..e co»«,. .„ ., „rl0„ ,Uf„ of iMMtMi ^h ''^    ""'•'• 

«* ..udì* .0 ^ lt ,e ,„. omdlHo„. ^ „_„ of ¿       •' ^ *• -»- 

53. In 1971» UNIDO participated in an International !?««.,.• n~~ *í^err,-»íionai ¿jtpert Group on Data Banks for Dev«l- 

n-titu. -»tion.1 do la .„,„„,. ., d.. «,«.. ta^ MIUii  , .    *.£^Lw.l 
and Scientific Develownent «t«  i i« „,v_ "*»*»«•/ 01 maust«*! 

ueniopmnt .to.) m co-operation with the interested départant« of internati•! 

- :..: -JT:, irr: r• .rr"" *•* cev,i^t IIB,U>)
- •- tries     Tha r.o •   • • «^nciea and centre« in imping and dW,loFBd coun- 

tries     The Group «t at Samt-^i^n, j^.,  in fay 19?1 ^ J « 

•«t planning pur,,o.efl of the fchnical,  theoretical,  financial and M, TT ^ 
data barita     Th» r     1 r^icai,  financial and political aspect« of various 

TIT r#POrt °f the 3r0U|>* "hiCb WU be *"*** — the sponsorship of a 
^nch govem^ent a.encv, will  include an inten» set of Adelines for the dev lopin,   LrL 

conceded.    This special fon» for intentional aM intervene, consultation 1^^ 

por ..tv to consoliate the different types of expertise on Ju» relat^o data ZZ ^ 

:;^Zr^ - -1.1 specialist. to_ the pro... a. need. T^ZZ 

54. The regional workshop proposed for 1972 (ID/B/80/A4I.3,  para.42) to asses, the e«eri 
enee gained in new field projects m several  A.*«, * e«l>eri- 

,. J several Asian countries has been cancelled owing to lack 
of resources.    Direct communication with the field projet staff •• 
exploratory „issiona, as reared    and the J,    t        " ^"^i« - ^sory and 
ect« w,i, •  •   /        squired, and the preparation of case studies reviewing country pro i. 
ecte will constitute the major supportin« activit,« ^ *i,- j ^porting activities in this area m I972 and 197Î      Th*» t-rh 
.cai pap„. ^ eIpe„moe. adulated .„ tiu. .„. ,hrou^ th. b.c. Lppin, ^      'p r        " 

^Vit.oe during ,he paa,  f.. /ea„ „a be a^.ed ^ collated ft, ^tl« 7Z 
Industrialisation and P-nH.tcuvi tv B.,11..,-  ,,,  ,„,      .  „      .. "cation in the 

for „. of ad^„l3,ra, Ve data,  r proc. 11 f 7 ^ *° "' """"^ « '*•«« 
dat, »ts. "Procain« of oeneu. „4 ,^y .uu.tic. „d analyie of 



Xi. Jri 1973   it is anticipated  that an  international   expert  group,   .-. m.   : > r-  te   ti.e  .T.,. «(;;.•:. 

met at  Samt-Maxirmn  in  I?fl,   will  be convened to review  the   !.ato.--t   pivgr^v  and  urda t.    ti,. 

over-all  guidelines.     The  meet.rig1 i.~ envisaged an a  multi-agency undi'rt a.-; : JV  : r.  wh: ei.  .•••vra', 

United Nations agencies,   including UMIDO,   would be participating-. 

50, Through ita Profiles of industrial  establishments i 12,0,2.03 )->•   '"Mix:' 1 ¡3 striving te de- 

velop a standard set oí' techno-economic data suitable  for the  identification of problem/, and 

potentials  in individual   enterprises m various branches of industry.     Data ef  t!, 1.-   typ.' wvuM 

be of great  help in industrial  project development  and viability analymn,     UNIDO ha.i a  uurct» r 

of operational projects in  this area including training m,  and  joint  studici- en,   the d.'i'ii^ 

and execution of data-gathering activities at the enterprise level, 

57. Volume III of the Profiles,  prepared by Uli IDO m 1)6) and 11 70,  was published m  i '¡'i, 

and Volume IV (a special   issue containing the summary characteristics  of about  500 export- 

oriented industrial enterprises)  is scheduled for publication in 1972,    Work on Volume V will. 

proceed in 1972, drawing on the technical material developed in connexion with the 1)70 and 

1971 regional workshops mentioned in paragraph 59 below?    it is scheduled for publication in 

I973.    The special compendium of industrial plant models (mentioned in  ID/ß/oO/Add,3, para.4») 

was published in Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin No,la, 

56, In I973» an additional set of profiles will be compiled with emphap.ìR on  the employment 

effects of manufacturing industries in the relatively less industrialized countries.    In addi- 

tion to reviewing the labour absorption of industrial  enterprises,  at both the proconsing ¡¡tage 

and at the stage of auxiliary operations, UNIDO will atteupt to  identify the effects of employ- 

ment on related economic activities, 

59. In I97I, UNIDO,  in co-operation with IDCÂS and the Government of Tunisia,   organized the 

Second Regional Workshop on Industry Profiles (lD/B/80/Add,3,  para.44).    The Second Workshop re- 

viewed a number of field studies» that had been carried out following the First Workshop,  wiuei 

was held in Cairo in I97O,    At the Second Workshop, a specific profile methodology was formulated 

for the diagnosis of capacity and performance in cement and glass-producing enterprises,    '¡futi 

special training programme,  designed to support the productivity advisory serví COK of iDCAo,   us 

expected to find continued applications with regard to other branches of industry m 1972,  when 

a third workshop is to Be held. 

60, In I973, ECA is planning to organize a seminar on capital and operating conto of manu- 

facturing establishments in African countries, and UNIDO has boon invited to participate  u.   thin 

seminar.    The object»V3 of tne seminar,  which will be held in Addis Ababa,  will  be   to a:;;;int 

African Governments to take the necessary steps to reduce industrial  investment and producta er. 

costs.    Background papers to specific industries (including tho coment,  giani: container:;,   vege- 

table oil processing,  grain milling,  pulp and paper,   food, building materiali; and   textile  indus- 

tries) will be prepared by experts on the basis of experience gamed or.  ï.'-ïû   tr,p:;.    ','i.e 

¿/      Previously entitled "Profiles  of manufacturing eatablinhmontn"   <U>/h.':0/h-Ì-Ì. s,v 
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report and recommendations of the sommar will be discussed at the I973 Conference of Ministère 

of Industry, sponsored by ECA and the Organization for African Unity (OAU). 

6l«    Th  -tracts of industrial feasibility studies (12,02.04) present m a standardized 

form the tea-., -economic data extracted from individual feasibility studies of "model" indus- 

trial projects. Candidate project studies draw increasingly upon UNIDO's own stock (the latest 

list of the studies is available in the Industrial Development Abstracts), which is constantly 

replenished in conjunction with UNIDO field operations. 

62. In 1971, UNIDO compiled the studies for volume I of the Extracts, which íB scheduled 

for publication in 1972. This volume will contain the summary data of some two dozen industrial 

feasibility studies. In 1973, UNIDO will continue the compilation of Extracts and will prepare 

vilume II of the Extracts for publication. 

Industrial project evaluation (12.03) 

63. The fact that the number of requests for technical assistance relatad to project evalu- 

ation has almost doubled within the Bpan of one year demonstrates the increasing awareness on 

the part of the developing countries of their needs in this field. The requests are usually of 

a complex nature, encompassing several if not all of the activities previously listed under 

project components 12.03.01 to 12.03.04 in document ID/B/80/Add.3. Owing to their complexity 

and extremely close interdependence it has become more difficult and less meaningful to consider 

each project component separately. For these reasons, this project is presented as an entity, 

64. In 1971, UNIDO continued the collection of reference studies concerned with market ana- 

lysis for industrial feasibility studies (lD/B/80/Add.3, para.54). This activity will be set 

forth in 1972 and 1973 with headquarters resources, 

65. In 1971, UNIDO finalized the operational guidelines for project evaluation (ID/B/80/ 

Add.3, para. 56); they are scheduled for publication in I972. These guidelines, which include 

the methodology of national parameters for project evaluation, will serve as a basic supporting 

material for technical assistance experts, training woricshops and for national planners and in- 

vestment decision makers. Two case studies on th< methods of calculating national parameters 

for industrial project evaluation were undertaken in 1971 (lD/B/8o/Add.3, para.56)1 the case 

studies are scheduled for publication m 1973, 

60.   in the field of industrial project evaluation, UNIDO is providing technical assistance 

m the form of an advisory mission and a training workshop to the Tunisian National Centre of 

Industrial Studies. The technical assistance activities touch on both basic and advanced methodt 

of project evaluation, taking into account the national economic policies, and the ways in which 

these methods can be utilized in the research and planning activities of the Centre and of other 

government agencies concerned with project evaluation.  In addition to backstopping the field 

experts, the supporting activities for this project include primary evaluations of projects and 

tho development of training material. 
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•'•"', In J.971» UNIDO carried out jointly with ECA primary evaluations? - f industrial pr- ,•• ', j 

,-.i co-ordinated programme of active oo-operation was also agreed upon. Five re-im-i-tr. from Afri- n 

countries for advisory missions similar to the Tunisian advisor? mission aro ; r; th.- p:p.-; .r.--, 

and three of these are expected to Kv implemented in 1)72, with the reina indor ^together w.t:. 

new requests from other regions) to be implemented in 1973.  These f:<!t ¡i-. ,-it.' u.i-iud-- - ra- 

tional profitability analysis of proposed industrial projects as well ;u; an itialyin- -I' *h- < m- 

mercial profitability and the financial uituation, Group lj (Industrial Pi nane inr and I nvent me». • 

Promotion) and ECA will also be involved in these activities. 

6b. In line with these activities, UNIDO proposes to co-operate with ECA to organize m i *'_S 

in Dakar a regional training workshop on the evaluation of commercial, financia! and national 

economic profitability of industrial projects. The training workshop would be held for partici- 

pants from French-speaking African countries, 

69, In their training and planning activities, the developing v-ountries require mannaia on 

project evaluation. UNIDO believes it can make a significant contribution m tine rea and n; 

thus proposing to convene in 1972 an expert group meeting for the purpose of for»ulating the 

steps necessary for the practical application of national investment criteria for each rotai try 

that requests assistance in this area. Experts will be invited from such agencies ae UNeTAD, 

IBRD and regional development banks as well as from major national institutes dealing with this 

issue. Case studies for the determination of national criteria will be prepared in l'ï["  for u»e 

in country manuals, taking into account the experiences gained from UNIDO's field project» in 

this area, 

70, In 1973, UNIDO proposes to expand these activities to includo project evaluation« at 

the national and ragionai levels, Pour or five major country projects of this type (including 

preliminary evaluation of projects, advisory missione cum workshops, studies for the 4«termi na- 

tion of national criteria and co-operation in the preparation of country manuals) are onvisagod 

to be carried out by UKIDO in 1973. 

InéutMal project imptemtntation < 12.04) 

71, In addition to the type of activities described in document ID/B/80/Md.3i paragraphe 

59 and 60, UNIDO is also dealing through this project with the maohinery for industrial plan- 

ning, implementation and follow-up as well as with computer utilisation for industrial develop- 

ment in developing countries. 

72, Reports from the field indioate that the inadequacy of available tochraqueo and the 

lack of documented information for programming, scheduling, controlling and organising project 

implementation result in serious delays and excessive expenditures. The Development of project 

implementation techniques (12.04,0lffi is therefore a necessity .f the d vclopm,' countri-i: *re 

to overcome these problems.  In this area, the activities of UNIDO are auwd at developing 'tfl'J 

6/  Previously entitled "Techniques for programming, scheduling and control of mdu;;tn w ¡>r< 
"~       ect implementation" (lD/B/80/Add,3, para.6l). 
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upgrading the skills of local perscruti m project implementation techniques.    Por example 

IKIDO undertook  two field missions m 1971*     one to IDCAS xn Caxro and the second to Brazil 

!.. addition, raiDO held  xn 1971 a regional train»* workshop xn Cairo for ten Arab States    ' 
•JIJB/JO Add.3,  para.ó5j. 

73. in 1972,  as part  of its operational programme, UNIDO will assist in the organization of 

two natxonal  training workshops,   one xn the Syrian Arab Republxc and the other xn Tuni.i..    More- 

 '""' m—0i- *— °e undertaken to Nigeria and the Sudan.     It is expected that,  as a 

result of these missions,   revests will be submitted for assistance xn organizing training work- 

shops;    such requests could be implanted xn 1973.    In order to provide effective assistance in 

the organization of these  traxnxng workshops, UNIDO proposes to prepare a number of country 

studies and case studies as well as training material on selected aspects of project implanta- 

tion technique«, for,  and their applicability to,  each of the requesting countries.    Of the five 

studies originally scheduled for publication in 1371 (rD/B/80/Add.3t  para.öl),   the study on pro- 

graming and control of indentation of industrial projects in developing countries appeared 

m 1)10.    The publication of the other four studies, under changed working titles, has been post- 

poned to 1972.    Two further studies, started in 1971, will be coveted in 1972 and published in 

74. In 1973, UNIDO will participate in two woricshops,    one in Budapest, Hungary (this wo*- 

ehop was postponed at the request of the Hungarian Goverr.ent fro« 1972 to 1973»  ID/8o/Md.3 
para.6,-} e.nd another at Stanford University    ir  th« n«< +~A a* *        x. . ' university,  ir the United States of America,    Some JO fellows 
can be placed at each of these two workshops. 

75. The  compilation of Reference data on project i»l-»nf ii0B (12.Qa.QgOA, carried out 

tnrough two  type, of activities.    One locuses on parameters for programming,  scheduling and 

budgetin, the lamentation of projects, and thus provides reference points for the application 

of project implementation technics, administration and control.    The other concentrates on 

identify^ the magnitude of, and causes  for,  delays and excessive expenditures in i^le^nt.- 

tion at ue project,  branch and country levels and thus provides useful information for the 
iormulation of corrective measures. 

•' - I« 1971, UNIDO he!d m Vienna an Expert Group Meeting on Project Implementation and Re- 

lated Systems to review the  format for data collection, which had been prepared in WO and 1971 

^ct.  ID/b. ^Add.3,  para.66^  in the light of the experience gained with this format at the re- 
gion.il   training workshop held xn Cairo in I970. 

In 1972,  IDCAS will  be organising working groups to collect data on project implementa- 

tion in .cae  five requesting countries,    UNIDO „Ü1 co-operate with IDCAS in providing assistance 

°  t:i,:;aC Wniine gr0llpS-     Later in W* UNID0 «" «old an expert group meeting in Algiers to 
appraise,  and  discuss  the  outcome  of,   this activi tv irH   tn mai, '     a    actlvlty and  to make any necessary modifications in 
*:.e approach   bei:;*' uned. 

Previously entitled «Tine profiles on project inplementaxiW (lD/B/8oAdd.3f  para.68). 



In 1973, UNIDO will probably be called upon to organize, under its technical uom^taneo 

programme, two training workshops; the data format discussed abeve will "be ueed in theno work- 

tops. Through the training workshops, UNIDO will help to upgrade the skills of the local per- 

sonnel of the requesting countries and assist these countries in improving their irr.plemontat ui: 

information systems and data storage banks. 

The work on Model contracts (12.04.03),^  initiated by UK IDO  u. 1T70,   is  intended  to 

provide developing countries with guidance and training in contracting related to  industrial 

investment.    Requests for technical assistance indicate the need  to  focuu the supporting ac- 

tivities in this area on three aspects*    initiation and planning of contracts;    data require- 

ments;    and tendering and contracting procedures. 

Í0, In 1971f UNIDO completed its first study on project implementation coi tracts;     it will 

be published in 1972.    This study will serve as a practical guide  for tendering and contracting 

procedures in the field.    Judging fro« the requests UNIDO has received for technical assistance 

in this area,  it will be necessary in 1972 to concentrate on the  initiation and planning of con- 

tracts.    UNIDO proposes to elaborate procedures of contractual  services and  Lo point out the ad~ 

vantageo of particular forms of contracting procedures.    In this connexion, UNIDO ¿ill prepare 

general estimates of requirements of skills and other resources,  and will outline the ur.'tuuza- 

tional procedures of the various contractual arrangements.    In  1973, UNIDO will  concentrate  i tu 

work on data requirements and will prepare terms of reference as well as guidelines for pro- 

contractual arrangements. 

•il. A Machinery for industrial planning,  implementation and follow-up (12.04.04)'* i» a ne- 

cessity for the industrialization procpds of the developing countries.     In its activities under 

this heading,  UNIDO provides assistance to developing countries  in establishing and strengthening 

the machinery for industrial planning,   implementation and follow-up,   inc1.uding assistance  m 

formulating the organizational structure,  functions and interlineales of governmental and non- 

governmental  industrial  institutions.     In 1971,  a UNIDO expert reviewed,   in co-operation with 

IDCA3,  the organizational structure of the machinery for industrial  planning and implementation 

m five Arab countries.    The aim of this exercise was to identify the bottlenecks in the machiner,/ 

and to assist in the formulation of technical assistance projects.    Under ita operational pro- 

gramme, UNIDO will  conduct a similar survey in 1972  in  five  other Arab countries.    An planned, 

UTJIDO will hold an expert group meeting in 1972 (iD/B/dO/Add. 3»  para. 35)   to diseuns theue sur- 

veys and to recommend ways and means of carrying out  the related  technical aauintance project», 

"¿. In view of the needs expressed by developing countries,   it   is expected that there will 

le a substantial  increase in the number of field projects m thin area  in  l')7i.     Report;;  or,   the 

operational  projects carried out  so  far indicate that  two major problem:; were   :ne.o>jntored: 

faulty organization of the machinery  for industrial   planning,   impiden tat i on anu   follow-up;     and 

_      T.MS project  component was previously described under  12.04.04   (cf.   ' j/:S/•"•O/Aiid, },   pira./:;. 

J,      This project  component was previously entitled "Organization   of   >r.;.. tr.a,   p.ann.o,-   u.¡   . m- 
plementation machinery" and was  listed as ,.¿.01.05  (cf.   lb/b/ oO/Aia. i,   j aro;;. ; i-i -,, . 
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an xnsuffxcxent  flow of xnformatxon.    In 1973, UNIDO «11 focus it. supporting actxvxtxes on 

these two problem areas with a vxew to formulatxng corrective ..asures.     In addxtxon, developx^ 

countrxes wxll be assxsted xn the preparatxon of guxdelxnes to improve these problem areas. 

63. Accordingly,  the aupportxng actxvxtxes of UNIDO xn 1973 Hill include the preparatxon of 

case studxes on the organxzatxonal structure of the xndustrxal piar  xn*,   xmplementatxon and 

follow-up machinery xn a number of Afrxcan, Asian and Latin Amerxcan countrxes.    The studxes 

wxll focus on the hierarchxcal level, of the machinery,    on thexr taction, and relatxonship. 

with other governmental and non-governi tal agencxesi     on their capability to render sati». 

factory planmng,  implementation and follow-up of industrial programes and projects;    and on 

related information ay.t«ss and information requirements at the various level, of the machinery. 

84. In accordance wxth the wishes of the Industrial Develops Boar*, as expressed in re- 

gion 19(111), UNIDO xs attesting to pronte Co^utsr utili-ti«, ^ ^ ^ ,  

ofdsvelopinf coytrps(l2|04f(^}.    colter, ars bexng used increasingly by developing cou«- 

tri-, and a good part of their application is concerned with indugiai development.    However, 

a number of problems have been encountered in this respect by the developing countrie. - probi*« 

related to the question of when and how to use computer« effectively. 

85. In 1970, UNIDO carried out a technical a..istance project in Tuni.ia to identify the 

probi.« encountered in data processing for, and computer utxlisatxon xn,  industrial develops. 

Withxn the te»»- of reference of this project, UNIDO was requested to formulate a four-year pro- 

grame for the utilisation of colters in induatrxalxsatxon.    At the request of the Government 

of ßrasxl, a related technxcal assistance project was carrxed out by UNIDO in l97l in the State 

of Bahxa, to assxst the Aratu Induatrial Centre in establishing a computer-oriented information 

system for programing, scheduling and controllxng the implementation of xts indu.trial distribu- 
tion ayote« (cf.  12.04.01). 

86.        As a preliminary step toward, assisting the developing countries to «*. proper us. of 

computer, xn their industrx.lxiation process, UNIDO has been including the subject of colter 

utilisation in industrial imputation and follow-up in xts traxning workshop, aad advisory 
mxasxons since 1970, 

37. In 1971, UNIDO prepared two studies that dealt with computer-orxented procedures for 

implementation,  follow-up and control of xndustrial projects.    In addition,  a study x. being 

prepared joxntly by UNIDO an* the Natxonal Instxtute for Traxnxn, xn Industrxal Engxne.rxng xn 

Bombay,  Endxa,   to xdentxfy areas where computers could be utxlxzed xn the xndustrxalxsatxon of 

indxa;   to descrxbe the problema encountered;    and  to recommend correctxve measures.    The out- 

come of the study,  as .11 as the methodology used,  wxll be the basxs for formulatxng the future 

r;' in thiS area-    The 8tUdy WU alS° Se• aS a «** <* -i-"» -txvxtxea xn other 
develop»* countrxes.    UMIDO xa also preparing tra.nm, „tonal on xndustrxal project xmpWnta- 

txon and guxdelxnes   for computer utxl12ation  xn the  industrial develops  of developxng coun- 
trxes;     this materxal  xa scheduled  for publication  xn  1^*73. 
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Regional industrial co-operation ( 12 05»1 * 

Regional grotta of dt^elopiryr countries have requested the aas; stance    î tFJIPO  , r. »x- 

;imining sectors of  induBtry for their suitability for regional   co-operation ar.d   :r. ntudy:!.*- 

the  feasibility of specific regional  projects.    UNIDO has also been r>.quentod  t    adv.-:~>-    -r:  way;^ 

of allocating manufacturing plants to different countries (for example, hnvy industries'  u.   t!\o 

Regional Co-operation for Development (RCD)  group of countries)  and  on meaiu; c-f ad.ij. t ; r.t- nation- 

al policies to facilitate the implementation of regional projects,    UStDO provider asm rtane.' 

of this type to Governments through the respective regional  secretariat or development  bank. 

UNIDO also supports the regional industrial development centres established by the Leutru<' ...<,f 

Arab States and the Maghreb Permanent Consultative Committee. 

39. UNIDO has begun to collect information on the approaches used by the various groupe  of 

developing countries that have already embarked on schemes of closer economic co-operation. 

Thus in I97I, UNIDO prepared a case atudy on regional industrial co-operation in West Africa 

(ID/B/80/AM,3, pax*.76).    The Froeeedinga of the Interregional Seminar on Industrial  Location 

and Regional Development held in Mina* (ID/B/80/Add.3, para.77) were also published  in 1071, 

and selected paper« of the Minsk Seminar are scheduled for publication in 1)72,    Tn lT/i,   in- 

formation on approaehea to regional economic co-operation was examined by an Expert Group Meet- 

ing on Regional Induatrial Co-operation held in Vienna (cf.  13.04.01$ ID/ß/öO/Add.3»   para. 130), 

The meeting, which waa organiaed in co-operation with UNCTAD,  was attended by representatives 

of five aubregional groupa of developing countries and by several  independent consultants. 

The Expert droup diacuased the various approaches to regional  industrial co-operation adopt«! 

by these five groups in the 1960s,  the results achieved, and the technical problems  encouirt»-red¡ 

it also identified the artas in which UNIDO could assist regional groups to take appropriate 

action to accelerate the implementation of regional programmes of industrial development.    The 

Expert Qroup recommended that a similar meeting be held at a latar date when the new approaches: 

to regional co-operation had teen tested. 

90. In I97I, UNIDO began preparatory work on its contributi or   to the Asian industrial  Survey 

for Regional Co-operation, sponsored by ECAFE, which aims at identifying industries  suitable for 

co-operation i.mong selected countries in Southeast Asia during the period 1975 to l'^5«     In  l')'i'-U 

a systematic and detailed checkliat of the sectors of the manufacturing industry will  be used  t<;t 

assist groupa of countriea in examining possibilities for the harmonization of national   invest- 

ment plana»    identify the sectors of industry which different groups have selected an  suitable 

for co-operation}    and maintain an up-to-dato record of the projects that have t>'--'¡n   implemented 

within these sectors.     In 1973,   the  information provided through  the checkliat will   fo<-  reproduced 

for internal uae by UNIDO staff and field experts. 

10/    This project amalgamates the former projects 12.05 and 13.04 ( TD/B/",0/Add. >, 
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"T.-rDO'H  pant  experience  in advising regional groups has  shown a need  for new approaches 

t.v   pr^t,..-.-m   :>i   :;;.ar:r;g   th.; benefits   of regional   industrial  co-operation.     In 1?72,  ÜÜIDO 
w, ; ,   cont   iiU' 

ir -a 
> work  on   the development  of new approaches,   as  suggested by  the I97I  Expert 

approacnos will  bo  tor: ted  by L'i; I DO exports advising regional groups on   the estab- 

iiíTi.m.-í:t   of  ree-.oi.ai   industrial projects.     Closer co-operation m regional   industrial develop- 

ment   usually  requires an   idaptaUon  „f aliona!  poncie,.      !n  l,/0 mid 1//1,  IffilDO  oxammod  the 

progress  ríuic  by certain regional  groups   m harmonizing their national investment  incentives 

1W now industrial   projects,     în l^L- and  i/;3,  alternative methods of harmonizing policies on 

taxation,   forcipi  investment,   tne purchase  of technical know-how etc. will  be examined. 

fokkm ma meamm* »sed to ¡mptemrnt indwitriai 

devHopment programmes ( 1 ZOfe»1 ' 

??. The   assietance of TOTIÏK) in  formulating a set of policies   to implant Austria! de- 

velopment programmes is often combined with broad advice on the planning for future  industrial 

developme.it.      m some countries,  the impact of government policies is examined at the branch 

level (e.g.   the  textile and pharmaceutical  industries in Iran,  and the engineering industry in 

Mexico).    Other countries request advice on redesigning a specific instrument of policy (euch 

as investment   incentives and tariff structure)  or a specific area of.policy (such as  the state, 

owned manufacturing sector and foreign investment), 

n. To  support  Buch advisory services,  UNIDO is accumulating knowledge oni    broad sets of 

policies and  measur. s used by some developing countries to implement their programmes of indus- 

tri  development!     specific policiea adopted in the state-owned manufacturing aector;     the  type 

or investment   incentives usad,    and  impact  of tariff and other forma of protection on indunUial 

development.      The accumulation and analysis  of experience  in these areas are  continuing tasks, 

and the activities  of this  type proposed  for 1973  therefore  remain substantially identical  with 

those of previous yearo (cf.  ID/3/>iO/Add.3,  project 13.01,  paras. 109-126).    UFIDO intenda to 

.ntroduce three change ir; its approach to activities in this area,  however.    First,   the experi- 

ence of individual   countries will be examined in the course  of technical assistance assignments 

rfciher than   through  case étudia.     Second,   large seminars will be replaced by workshops at which 

ornali  groupe   of senior officiale can discuss practical eolations to specific policy problems. 

Third,   an attempt  will be made to consolidate systematically the knowledge and experience «mined 

into a tJet   of guidelines   for  the use  of UNIDO staff and experts. 

M* Tn
1
1"''1»  UNTD° contilìu«i ite atnes  of Case studies  of industrialization policy 

U..:»0btr!I,}~ With an examination of the experience of countries using different social and 

•bornie ^.-st.-nus. Studies of the experiences ef Tgypt, Trau, Saudi Arabia, the Syrian Arab 

Repubì: e and  Zambia  have been reproduced in mimeograph form. 

rrooeet   comprises   the  fermer projects  13.01,   13.02 and 13.03. 

pro.e et   component was previouu.y lifted as 13.01.01   ( iD/iVoO/Add.3,   para.lll). 
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95« I" I972 and 1973f   UNIDO plans to prepare a  few  forward  lookinr oat-o o-tudu-o   it.  e.>- 

operation with national authorities.    Thereafter,   the reports of advisor;.- mission..-  i>:ueot<-d 

by developing coiintnee  should contain sufficient case  study material   to make ;u:   u.-d.rv. ap- 

praisal  of the industrial   sector's performance during the Second United Nations  rovo1, o¡ •-, .. • 

Decade (cf, 12,07;. 

96, In I97I» UNIDO organized a Seminar on Selected Aspects  of Industrial  Policy i of.   H.OS.O. 

in ID/B/dO/Add.3, par»,113).     The Seminar,  which was held  in Beirut,   was attot.u,.d  by   '0 partici- 

pants fro« selected Middle East and North African countries,   who welcomed the broad appr>ioi, 

adopted by the Seminar,     The report and proceedings of the Seminar were published  m  1 >,*l.«-¿ 

Plans to hold a similar seminar for participants from Latin American countries m l-).l  ^ IDI' 

80/Add,3f para, 113) had to be cancelled. 

97, ECA proposes to hold in 1973»  in co-operation with UNIDO, a meeting on industrialisa- 

tion policy in African countries.    The objective of the meeting would be to make a cri ti cal 

review of the policies and measures used to implement industrial development programmée; at the 

national and subregional  level.    The meeting would precede the KCA/OAU Conference of Ministers 

of Industry to be held in Addis Ababa in September 1973. 

98, The first Advisory Panel of Consultante on Industrial Policies (12.06.02) met  ut Vienna 

in January 1971 (cf. ID/B/8o/Add,3. para.114).    Six independent consultante reviewed  the activ- 

ities of UNIDO in the field of industrial policies during the years I967 through V)H> and made 

recommendations for future action.    The Panel confirmed that the areas of industrial  policy 

which UNIDO is examining are indeed the most important onesj     it also suggested  that UNIDO 

should develop a set of guidelines to ensure a sound and uniform approach in the policy advice 

provided by UNIDO.    The Panel suggested that initially the guidelines be developed an   internal 

working papiro to be circulated only to UNIDO staff,  experts and consultants for comment;;. 

99, In I972, a seoond panel will meet in Vienna ( ID/ß/öO/Add.3, para.115) to adviae UNIDO 

«1 the pa^obltM that faced industrialized countries in reorganizing the structure of n<«ioot««i 

branches of industry through industrial mergers etc.    The panel of consultante will be ask«' 

to consider whether the policy adopted can be applied  to the more advanced developing countries 

when facing a similar situation.    In 1973, MIDO plans  to invite a different panel  of •:<>nm.l- 

tants to consider the special  types of strategy,  plans and policies Government:; cou li  -idr.pt to 

overee«« the obstacles to industrial development in the leant developed rf the d«<vei of,if,>' 

countries, 

100, To enable Governments to coiipare their policies with those ad<   ted m other oountr,.•.-., 

UNIDO planned a series of Training programmes on the design of industrial policy measures 

(12,06,03).-*     Instead of the seminar on tariff and  protection policies for  industrial devel- 

opment,   originally planned  for I972 (iD/B/tiO/Add.i,   para.ll>;,  UNIDO pro¡,-ses  to hold   tw-j 

13/    For administrative purposes the report and the proceedings,   published in  r/.'l,   ar<- 
in the publication programme of Group 13 (industrial Financing and  Investment Prom 

14/    Previously component  13.02.01 (cf.  ID/B/So/Add.3,   para. 117/. 
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regional workshops in 1972 on tariff and other protection policies!    one,  in co-operation with 

ECAPE,   for participants  from Asian countries;   and one,   in co-operation with ECA,   for participants 

from African countries.    At the latter workshop,  at the suggestion of EGA,  particular attention 

would be paid to industrial costs and the efficiency of existing industrial enterprises.     In 

r,>,'3,   two additional workshops would be organized!    one for participants  from African countries, 

in co-operation with ECA;    and one for participants from Latin American countries,  in co-operation 
with  ECLA. 

101. En 1971,  the Directory of Industrial Investment Incentive» (12.06.04) (previously 13.02.03, 

IB/B/iO/Add.3,  para. 121), was published.-«    UNIDO continued the compilation in I97I of a revi e ed 

and updated directory covering all developing countries.    A draft version of the revised directory, 

covering 35 developing countries, han been circulated for commente to potential users.    The informa- 

tion was also utilized in the UNIDO programme of investment promotion activities and as a basis for 

advising individual developing countries on the preparati en of handbooks or manual« for potential 

investors.    In 1973, an attempt will be made to increase courage to all developing countries ana 

to add new areas of policy such as the regulation a\id taxation of foreign investment and technical 

know-how fe*»s.    ¿cme of this information will be provided by Group 7 (industrial Administration). 

Since the directory is intended to serve the international business coawuruty by describing briefly 

the investment climate of each developing country md providing clear instruction« on where to 

obtain further detailed information fro» the Government, an attempt will be made to interest a 

commercial organisation in coi tinuing with the  task of updating and publishing the directory, 

102. The assistance of UNIDO has been requested by several developing countries in proving 

the performance of the state-owned manufacturing sector through the implementation of a unifor» 

policy at the enterprise level on such matters as efficiency targets, investment priorities and 

prices.    To support its operational programm in this area, UNIDO has planned a series of Casa 

studios of policies adopted in the state-owned manufacturing sector (12.06.05).    In planning 

these oaee studies (which were previously reported as project 13.03,01),   close co-operation is 

maintained with Oroup 7,  Group 10 (Industrial Management and Consulting Services) and the Division 

of Public Administration of the United Nations Secretariat,   The case studies,  originally scheduled 

for publication in 1972, will be reproduced in mimeograph form prior to publication at a later 

otage. 

Appraésab of progress hi the induitrial teeter ( 12.07) 

103. This new project is being introduced into the I973 work programme to covar the activities 

of UNIDO connected with the appraisal of progress in the industrial sector at the national and 

international levels during the Second United Nations Development Decade.    (The forerunner of 

thus project,   though of a more limited scope, was project component 12.01.06 "Appraisal of 

performance and achievements of industrial plans" referred to in document ID/B/80/AM.3, 

paragraphs 3t>,   37. 

I-'.      Por administrative purposes  the I971 edition of the Directory is listed in the publication 
programme of Group 13 (industrial  Financing and Investment 1-romotion). 
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104. This project has been formulated to facilitate co-ordinatior. and   interactm; between 

the over-all progress appraisal at the regional  level (to be handled by  the regional economie 

cosmissions and UNESQB)  and the in-depth sectoral appraisal in  individual developing e.outitr.e.i. 

Specifically,   it IB designed to accommodate the growing demand from the  leas developed of  !li.' 

developing countries for assistance in improving their ability to undertake  its-depth apprativi! ;- 

of their industrialization plans, policies and measures in harmony with the 1 nteniadona!  Devel- 

opment Strategy.    Thus this project will be closely linked to the UNIDO operations associated 

with the UNDP country programming and reviews of technical assistance. 

105. Close co-operation with the regional economic commsaions and UNESOB  is necessary in 

order lo build up a nucleus of specialized staff that can be rapidly deployed at the requeet 

of individual developing countries in each region.   Such co-operation would also ensure a sound 

and consistent orientation of activities and would facilitate the exchange of new experiences 

between countries. 

106. Purine 19?1» an attempt WM made, jointly with Groups 13» 14 and I5,  to formulate an 

«XtvMivt list of indicators to noni tor and evaluate industrial development at the macro-economic, 

intermedíate and sdore-aeonoMc levels in a relatively less developed country.    In 19?2 and 1973, 

ÜB1ÜO will carry out further preparatory and bacicstopping work to support the advisory services 

ana training programmes being considered in the various regions.    As the backstopping of these 

new regional project« ie being given a high priority,  the interregional  studies and training as 

proposed in document ID/B/80/Àdd.3 (para.37), will no longer be pursued. 

IO?»        Co-ordination of work with the United Rations Department of Economic and Social Affaire 

ani with other United Kations agencies is being effected through the ACC Sub-Committee on the 

Second United Sation» Bevelopment Decade, 

106,       An interregional seminar on the operation of industrial planning systems, which wan 

©riginaHy propoeed for i r.,>i esentati on in I97I (li/B/80/Add,3, para.45)»  has been tentatively 

rescheduled for 19?2 owing to certain financial problems.   This seminar is designed to provide 

a number of interested developing countries with an in-depth review of the various r.yatema of 

industrial planning ardi appraisal in tew» of specific indicators, policy instruments and mech- 

an! MM for their evaluation. 
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137.1 publications pro^ranwe 

ID/50 
Vol.1 

Printed publication» 

Proceedings of the interregional seminar on 
industrial location and regional development (12.05) 

Industrialisation and Productivity ft^iûtin 

ID/SER,A/15     No.15 

ID/SHUA/16     No. 16 

ID/8B.A/17     No. 17 
ïD/S®.A/l8     No. 18 

ID/8«. 1/6 ffSfiie! ?f """»aiaeturing eetsMisluwiits. V0I.IÏI 
(12.02,03) 

¿ss«ásaK£ 

F 

F 3 

E F 

Ë 

Cast 
Cm) 

im/54 

(F.l.R abstract*) 

Frogr*«Ráng and control of implementation of 
industrial project« in developing countries (12,04.01) 

SumarieB of industrial development plans, Vol.11 
(12*01*01) 

27,336 

1972 publications croya^ 

ID/50 Selected studies 
Interregional seminar en industrial loeation 
and regional development, Tol.II (12.05) 

IB/SSUI/7       Profiles of manufacturing establishments. Tbl* I? 

ID/SBR.K/2       Guidelines for project evaluation (12,03,03) 

ID/CMUl/l       Programming and control of implementation ©f in- 
dustrial projects in developing countries 
(12*04.01) 

Sutasaries of industrial development plans. 
Vol.lII (12.01,01) ' 

Application of systems analysis to industrial 
~~~ '    t imj ' 

.05) 
project implementation in developing countries 
\ 1 £-. ul, O' 

Extracts of industrial feasibility studies, Vol.1 
(12,02,04) 

Questionnaire for identifying delays and overrun 
costs during the implementation of industrial 
projects (12.04.01) 

A case study in a developing country?  industrial 
project implementations (12,04.01) 

Cost accounting for the implementation of indus- 
trial projects in developing countries (12.04.01) 

B ft 

S 
(P,S,H abstracts) 

1111 

E F S 

(PfS»R intro.) 

E F S 

E F S 

E F S 
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,972 implications aragat (cont'd) 

Project implementation programming techniques 
under uncertainty (l¿.04,01) 

- Project implementation contracts (12.04.03) 

InduBtrialia»tion and Productivity Bull lite 
ID/3ER, -à/17 Ho, 17 
»/a®, •A/18 No. 18 

ID/SER, -A/19 Ho, 19 

is/m -A/20 Ho. 20 

ID/3EK, ,á/21 Ho. 21 

ID/SER, A/22 No. 22 

°f Iffl Itt*^^l«m.WMBMi 

EPS 

E 

S 

¥ i 

IFS 

EFi 

IPS 

Ers 

l'Oöt 
(ÏÏST 

32,000 

Sminar i es of industri il development plane, 
fol.IV (12.01) 

Profile« of manufacturing establishments, 
Ibi.? (12.02.03) 

Two case étudiée in project evaluation (12.03) 

Standardised approach for project implementation 
(12.04.01) 

Olossary of terse used in the application of net- 
work techniques in project implementation and 
ooapanion tutorial on their practical application 
(12.04.01) 

Training Material on industrial project 
i «pi er, aitation ( 12.04.05 ) 

activity Bulletin 

ID/3ER.A/23 Ho. 23 

ID/SB». A/24 Ho. 24 

ID/SER.A/25     Ho.25 

(F,S,R abstracts) 

E 

1 f 8 

1rs 

its 
III 
I FS 

32,300 

Ho^fl    In the computation of the printing coBts a standard formula was applied baaod on 
average cost of internal and external printing. 
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GROUP 13:   INDUSTRIAL FINANCING AND INVESTMENT PROMOTION 

Introduction 

109» The activities related  to   industrial   policies,   wl.ic!.  have  ; rovi on •-.[;:   boen 'Irai'   wiM    I •. 

Group  13,   have been  transferred to  Group  12  (industrial  Pro-ramrr.in.-,  Pro,;pef   Piannin•- -ir,-: 

Policies)  as they are closely connected with  programminf and planning.    The main responsibil- 

ities of Group 13 are the activities related to industrial   financing and  industrial inventmont 

promotion.    In +v~f   work undertaken in this field,   it is very difficult   to distintisi   bot worn 

operational and supporting activities.    Most of the activities aret  in fact,  operational   and 

take the form of direct assistance to the developing countries.     In many instances,  nueh activ- 

ities have to be conducted from headquarters and involve sta**f work,  since their operational 

character implies permanent contact wi+h industrialized countries.    During 1971»  thoi-e activities 

were given new support with the creation of a team of interregional promotion advisers baned  in 

Vienna and financed by UNDP.    Por the sake of continuity,  the presentation of  last year's work 

programme has been maintained, but the preceding remarks should be kept  in mind for a better 

understanding of the nature of the work of UNIDO being carried out by Group 13« 

110» On the basis of the growing interest  shown by developing countries in the activities  in 

this field,  further developments are expected during 1972 and  1973.    As a general trend,  those 

activities will assume a more continuous nature and will become more diversified,    at  do aame 

time,  efforts are being made to link them more closely to the programmes of the other groupa of 

activities of UNIDO,  especially with those of the Industrial Technology Division. 

Ill» A growing emphasis will be given to assisting institutions of developing countries  in 

charge of industrial promotion and industrial financing to be able to conduct  their own activ- 

ities.    UNIDO is assisting the developing countries to create such institutions and to ntren^hen 

existing institutions in their operations both at home and abroad.    Such anruotanoe generally 

takes the form of experte and training workshops and seminars for the personnel  of such   insti- 

tution«.    In the same way, UNIDO is assisting developing countries in mobilizing internal  sav- 

ings and channelling them to industry as external  financing can be only a marginal component of 

the total resources that are needed by the developing countries to finance their industrialisation. 

112. Through its promotion activities UNIDO is attempting to mobilize,  for  the benefit of  in- 

dustry in developing countries, various kinds of resources from industrial   firma or financing 

institutions of the more industrialized countries.    The objective  is to encourage and  footer 

direct  contacts and discussions that  would result  m  iirm-t.o-firm or   m iuntry-to-mduntry co- 

operation.    These activities are conducted at  the request  of developing countries,  an:  '"iH/j 

attempts to adapt  its promotional action to the needs expressed by each developing cow,1ry Witn- 

m the  framework of its industrialization strategy and policy.     UNIDO wiu  prepare and  or,«í*r.iiüe 
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the contacts with a view to providing the type of external resources required b¿ each specific 

industrial  project}     in  some  instances   it  may be various   types of financing (direct  investment, 

joint ventures or credit  facilities) and in other instances it may be transfer of know-how, 

,..ana serial or training assistance,  market facilities etc. 

113. In the past,  the main instrument  for promotional action has been the regional meeting, 

which was a first  step towards providing service to a wide range of countries.    In the future, 

more emphasis will be given to a continuous in-depth promotion of individual industrial projects 

to whch developing countries attach particular importance.    In some instances,  the promotion 

will  include assistance m planning financial resources, both internal and external}    in other 

instances,  it will be assistane,   in finding external sources.    If requested by the developing 

country,  assistance in promotion will be combined with assistance m the preparation of projects} 

such activities will be earned out in co-operation with Group 12 and with the respective groups 

of activities of the Industrial Technology Division. 

114. Promotional meetings will continue to be a major tool in the promotion programme.    Their 

usefulness has been pointed out by many participants who welcome the opportunity of contacting 

a great number of potential investors in a short time and at amnion* coat,    fte nam cate- 

gories of promotional meetings will bet « 

- Regional meetings of promotion, similar to the ones organised previously 
in Africa and Asia.    It is expected that a similar programme will be 
initiated in Latin America} 

- Sectoral meetings, dealing with specific industrial sectors, to be held 
possibly in industrialized countries.    These meeting» will be organised in 
close co-operation with the Industrial Technoloar Wvi.ien}    and 

- Meetings of development banks and development financing institutions!    such 
meetings are a continuation of the programme that was started in 19TÛ and 

U5.        In all of these activities, USIBO is maintaining close co-operation with other Inter- 

nationa, organizations.    The regional economic OMBìMìWI«, UKESOB and the regional develop- 

ment banks are co-sponsoring regional programmes.    The International Bank for Beconstruction asá 

Development (IBRD) ¿s associated in various wayst    a high-;evel officer of the Morid Bank i. an 

active participant in the programme of development banks, ,«d the International Financing Cor- 

poration has been represented at the investment promotion meetings.   The PAO industry eo-epevatiire 

programme is also a useful channel for UHM contacts with individual firm, for all project, 
lated to the agro-allied industries. 

OfUUTKMtAL ACTIVITIES 

116. In the field of industrial financing, UNIDO has a broad operational programme of assis- 

tance through which the developing countries are provided with advice and expert personnel with 

executive functions. The programme is supplemented by training activities, including workshop, 

and the provision of fellowships. As far as possible, the technical assistance activities con- 

sist   of compieta projects comprising both training and advice. 
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117. A case xn point   is the establishment  of the Gambian Commercial and Development \ku±. Ai; 

official of the Oambian Government  participated in UNIDO's first  training programme  in  indue-- 

•rial  tanking tecl-jiiques.    Af+er he  returned to his country,   the Government   rt\Tuee>te.i  ti.e ae-tue- 

-ance  of l^.'IDO in establishing ti.' 3anic,   which is now operating- in  its initiai   phase with  the 

support   of two UNIDO experts.    The general manager and the Gambian counterparts are hem,-- trame-. 

througn UNIDO fellowships in CypruB,   Ghana and the United Kingdom. 

113» Short- and long-term advisory  functions are  performed by experts who are a-»a,-!,-   <„ 

national  industrial financing institutions.    In 1972 and 1973»  exports will be supplied  to 

Cameroon, Liberia, Malaysia, Thailand and the United Republic of Tanzania to advisi- the manage- 

ment  of the respective development banks on how to mobilize offer* ively local and foreign re- 

sources and on how to utilize these resources to finance specific  industrial   project».    In  nome 

instances, e.g.  in Somalia and Peru,   experts were supplied to assist  in the organisation or  re- 

organization of institution« for industrial  finance.    UNIDO has also supplied experto to the 

Gambia and Swaziland to serve as executives rather than as advisers.-., 

119» Several developing countries hsvs requested the assistance of UNIDO to enable them to 
o 

meet the financial requirements of specific industrial stctors.    For example,  the Government of 

Peru has requested the assistance of a financial expert to advise the industrial bank on the 

financing needed to strengthen the Peruvian textile industry.    Another expert will advine the 

Government of Peru on various financial problems encountered in the development of the petro- 

chemical industry. 

120, Over the long term,  the principal service rendered by UNIDO in this field is assistance 

in -he training of local personnel for the numerous tasks involved in financing industrial de- 

velopment.    Many fellowships have been granted, enabling trainees from developing '-nuntt-i'.-   '<> 

spend anywhere from three months to two years in banking institutions of advanced dev<--i<>¡-ni,-" 

countries and of the industrialized countries.    For example,   fellows from Jordan were provided 

training facilities in Malaysia and Singapore!    banking officiale, from Chile,  Dahomey 'ini 

Kenya were offered fellowships to train with the financial institutions in developed countries. 

In special cases, UNIDO also provides training at its headquarters. 

121, Subregional and national programmes in the field of financial analysis and industrial 

banking techniques have been organized in Southeast Asia and in various subregi one of Africa. 

Most of the participants keep in touch with UNIDO headquarters staff for further assi stance 

after they have taken up their new assignments. Some trainees have V-er. ."dv.-ri fun--'¡'re-, -K ' ,- 

greater responsibilities after their return to their respective institutions. Â trainee from 

Afghanistan, for instance, was associated with the establishment of a development hank in hi:-; 

country. 

Industrial investment promotion . 

122, The operational activities related to industrial  investment   promo-, ,;. eovej-   m.-.t, * ut ¿on: 

aspects, manpower training and assistance in identification,  evaluation and presentation  to  po- 

tential  partners of industrial projects that  the developing countries wi;;r.   to  promote are; 

implement. 
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123. Witr, regard to the institutional aspects,  advisory missions were sent  to a number of 

countries m r,7i and more are planned for 1972 and 1973.    The mam purpose of the advisory 

missions  is  to assist  developing countries,   at  their request,   m establishing investment  pro- 

motion machinery or in  improving the operations of existing machinery.    Thus UNIDO  sent  an 

advisory mission  to  the Philippines  m  1971  to assist  the  country  in setting up an investment 

promotion unit and m preparing a promotional guide for foreign investors.    Similar assistance 

is  to be provided to British Honduras,  Lebanon and the Brazilian State of Bahia in I972. 

124. Further m  1971, MIDO sent advisory missions to the Ivory Coast and Tunisia to assist 

these countries m improving the structure and operations of the investment  promotion machineries 

«in their countries, and a technical assistance expert on investment promotion MUS provided to 
the  Indonesian Board of Investment. 

125. In 1972 and 1973» requests from developing countries are expected to rise sharply for 

advisory missions to set up or improve investment promotion machinery and for the prevision of 

experts on investment promotion.    UNIDO also proposes to step up its assistance in training per- 

sonnel to man the investment promotion machinery in developing countries.    To this end, UNIDO 

plane to hold regional training workshops and to award more fellowships in investment promotion. 

126. In 1971, UNIDO began to make co-operative assignments with investment promotion centres 

of member States to provide facilities for the training of UNIDO fellows m investment promotion. 

The  investment  promotion centre of the Republic of Ireland,   the Irish Industrial Authority, ha* 

agreed to provide such training facilities,  and negotiations to this effect are in progress with 

the European offices of the Indian Investment Centre and the Singapore IcoKxnic Development Board. 

127. At the request of several developing countries,   including Lebanon an,   the Republic of 

Korea,  special national programmes of promotion have been undertaken in which UNIDO has provided 

aseistance in the preparation of projects,  the dissemination of information among potential part- 

ner,,  and the organisation of posBible meetings.    UNIDO is providing increasing assistance to de- 

veloping countries m the preparation 0 7 projects suitable for promotion and in establishing 

channels of communication to potential 1 artners on a project-by-project basi« or through maetia*. 

of variouo kinda.    In order to simplify u* presentation of the work programme,  this activity 

will be described jointly with the organisation of the respective profraw.es (cf. project com- 
ponent  13.09.02). 
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Value, of approved field projects and forecast of requirements.   1971 to l.'.'j 
(in thousands of US dollars) 

Source of 

%#!      M 

UNDP/SF 

ÜOTP/TA 

Rf 

SIS 

OTF 

HT 

fetal 

1971 
estimated 
expenditure 

79.3 

156.6 

16,8 

97.6 

9.1 

20.0 

381.4 

ME. l''/3 

Approved 
projects 

435.2 

Requirements 
for new 
projects Total 

1,087.3  ./   1,522.5 
(200.6 P' 

54.0 - 54.0 

110.1 100,0 210.1 

30.0 24.0 54.0 

28f4 18.0 46.4 

65T.7 1,229.3 1,867.0 

Approved 
projects 

Requirements 
for new 
projects Total 

219.8 ?, 447.0 
(855.0)- 

,",or.().8 

40.0 - 40.0 

- 25O.O .'50.0 

- 70.0 70.0 

-  45,t9 ,,„.45„tP 
259.8 2,812.0 3,071,8 

Note!    UHDP/TA and UTOP/SF are to oe merged,  effective 1 January 1972. 

a/ Annual estimated coats of projects included in the UHDP Country Programmer or projects 
officially «uewitted to UHM» for approval. 
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Urt of Approved Projecti and frozen 

under Active Comidentio« 

Projects over UStlOO.QOO Project. und., «^ffrflp 

National policies and institut! 
BSiHfr»Mï5!lî?Q*rafîlS 

KOR-39 (IPF)* - intension Services Department 
in the Medium Industry Bank, Phase H 
(executing agencyt    ILO) 

(l project) 

cm-61/165 
QàM-n/lZQO 
04^71/7 
<UM/n/2/2** 
LIR-T1/IJ22 
SSî/13/l/l** 

S<*-7€/926 «âL/69/U 
SQB-Í9/627 m/&}/l 
SiA-9025-70 Jtm/n/lf 
PSB-76/1074 mm/wih»* 
SIS/69/28 tHl/13/2/1*« 

(lé projects) 

Industrial fjnanali^ at ta>oAa^ ^fyf| 

«A« (IPF)* - lWe»^M»t promotion adviser mffyfn 
(i preset) 

DAB-13 (IPF)* - Establishment of investment 
development advisory serviceB 

ÎVC-13 (») - Centre for industrial studies 
and promotion 

(2 project«) 

KW/13/1/2»* 
LI1/13/2/2»* 
«AS/é8/8 
Sl»/6ö/22 
Sa/U/2/4** 
TÜB-71/1374 

W/li/7 

AW13/1/5 
Af^U/2/5 

»1-71/1447 
EJ/13/2/I»* 
ÀW/13/l/l»» 

(2 projects) 

Muh/t» 
181^13/2/2»* 
SRP/70/35 
»f/13/1/13** 

(17 projects) 

Mrsct assistance to developing ofluntrifi 
gSBggECCgO»J£gIBCM3Hgg 

FHI-é7/254 (SIS) - Assistance to the Board 
of Investments in industrial eoonony, me- 
chanical engineering» chemical engineering 
and market analysis 

INT/70/41 (TA) - Industrial investment pro- 
motion team 

(2 projects) 

CWI-7I/1290 
CU8-71/I371 
CŒ(K)-71/I3é3 
»»-71/1287 
Sa-70/899 

— -71/1337 WH-Tl/liee 
SIL-7Í/1439 I^-n/1283 
Töa.71/1317 »»71/12« 
WW-71/1323 ¿©»71/1333 

(13 projects) 

*    rïquoaîii?0' yet aPPr0Ved ** inClUded *" *" C0mi^ **<**»«»* •"* ****<*• officially 

** Fellowship posts. 
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WJffORTING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 

128,        The supporting and other activities of Group 13 are classified under the following 

project at—' 

Industrial financing 

Rational policies and institutions for financing 
industrial development 13-05 

Industrial finanoinf at the project level 13.06 

Balenisi financing for industrial development 13.0? 

industrial investment promotion 

•atienel investment prestios maohiiiery in developing 
countrie« 13.08 

Promotion of ipecifie ir «iaatrial projects 13.09 

IHDVSTKIAL FINANCING 

mm 

12§,        Under thi» project, UMBO provides asaietance to the developing countries in the formu- 

lation of ©olieies, measures and techniques designed to raise domestic financial resources for 

industrial development.   The publication of the manual on the establishment and organization of 

Industrial financing institutions (13.05.01). originally scheduled for 1971 (lD/B/80/Add.3, 

para.134)» bas been postponed to 1972.    The manual contains basic material on the establishment 

of industrial financing institutions and will be particularly useful to UNIDO experts and con- 

sultants when advising on new charters and the statutes for new development banks as in the case 

of the Oembian Commercial and Development Bank. 

1JO.       The ease studies on industrial financing (previously 13.05.02),  carried out by UNIDO in 

1970 and I97I have been, and will continue to be, utilized as background material in the training 

workshops in industrial financing (cf.  13.O6.OI and i3.O6.O3).    Por reasons of economy,  it hau 

been decided not to publish the studies but to reproduce them internally.    It i a not foreseen 

to undertake further ease studies on industrial financing in the immediate future. 

111.       In place of the case studies, which are being phased out, UNIDO is carrying out à? uenea 

of activities in an effort to foster Co-operation among industrial development financing insti- 

tutes in developing and developed countries (13.05.02)Mf     These activities have found wide 

¿6/ Projects 13.01 to 13.04,  related to industrial policy,  have been transferred to 'W-,M    .?, 
Industrial Programming, Project Planning and Policies. 

IT/ The activities under this heading were previously described under project component   lj.05.Oi 
{lD/B/80/Add.3,  para.135)- 
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-"^f i'or'f- ¡«".on-- develo; ment bankers and executives of industrial financing institutions and de- 

v.-.-.o; 'rient corporations in both developed and developing countries. In 1970, UNIDO organized in 

Par;:.- t:.c first meeting for ti.c specific purpose of bringing together representatives of indus- 

tria, levf.oprr.er.t financing institutions in bot:, developed and developing countries. 

132. In I?7i, IIKIDO convened in Copenhagen a similar meeting, m the form of an expert group; 

iVy  representatives from r;0 countries participated in this meeting at which confidential bilat- 

eral contacts were made, leading to the discussion of concrete proposals for cc-operation.  In 

1072, UNIDO proposes to hold c  similar expert group meeting in Canada. Depending on the results 

of the 1972 meeting, a similar expert group meeting may be held in 1973. 

133. With regard to the training programme on industrial financing (previously 13.05.03), it 

was decided not to publish the proceedings of the Interregional Seminar on Financial Aspects of 

Manufacturing Enterprises in the Public Sector, which was held in Rome in 1969} moat of the 

important findings and recommendations of the Seminar appeared in the report which was published 
in I97O. 

134. As a new activity, UNIDO proposes in 1972 to establish and operate a Mechanism for the 

exchange of banking information (13.0^.0)). This activity is being introduced in response to 

a recommendation of the Expert Group that met in Copenhagen in I971 (cf. para. 132 above). The 

objective of this activity is to enable participating development banks to exchange information 

on specific industrial projects financed and promoted by development financing institutions, and 

on the specific studies which the banks undertake. Through the mechanism that UNIDO proposes to 

establish, the information possessed by an institution will be offered on a confidential basis 

'o other participating institutions. The prospective beneficiaries of this scheme are convinced 

that such an exchange of confidential information will save them considerable effort and help 

them to avoid mistakes. This system would be initiated in I972 on a pilot bar.is and, if suc- 

cessful, would become fully ojeralional in 1973.  In the implemntation of this scheme, UNIDO 

will work, as recommended by the industrial development banks, under the guidance of an advisory 

committee of nineteen bankers from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

(IBRD), regional development banks and various financing institutions from developing and devel- 

oped countries. 

» 

135.       In order to provide the in-depth information required by some developing countries on 
Ue Kob*li"ation °f domestic resources for the financing of industrial development (13.0^.04).^/ 

UN I DP will   ¿rari to  collect case studies in 1972 on various methods of stimulating internal cap- 

rai   formation ( I D/B/ijO /ADd.3,  para.140).    This effort will be continued during I973, with a 

v.ow  to d-vtfloping a wide array of instruments to attract a maximum amount  of savings for indus- 

trial  development   purposes.    On the basis of this r^earoh  activity,   it  is planned to draw up in 
1 '-'-••  0;'  *L'? !lsnc of -la experiences gained,  an abstract to fill the gap in the understanding 

• >:   :a^oi'¡>   • • ,v   .ictor-une   r,,,  ievei   of ca.;-,ta<   formation  for industrial  investments in developing 

•-j;ii.::-ii\!.     n.:^  ¿?u; porting activity ties  in .-..   ely with the  technical  assistance to be provided 

mvings  for  industry" ( ID/B/SO/Add. 3,   para. 140). 
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m 1972 to Liberia and Zambia in mobilizing domestic 1 -coure 

eral other developing countries, <.'.a >-ciall,y from Africa, i av>* .• 

tance from UNIDO in this field. The activities are carnea out 

United Nations organizations, ar.d esp- ¿ally with such ui.-n'ut 

Banks Institute, the World Council J Credit Unions and I'O/ìOKI! and national d.-Vl-'.o-:•••.-   • <.•-.. 

Industrial financing ai Ihr project level 11.V06) 

136. The programme of Training Workshops in financial plamuiu; ana  analycu u of auimUnat 

projects (13.06.01)   is well  established and has been conducted  regularly  tunee   1'M.tí  for finance 

officials from developing countries.    In 1971, UNIIX) organized two  trannnr •..•• •;•:••..   o\>ai    on«?   m 

Singapore (lD/B/80/Add.3,   para.142)   for participante  from Southeast Atún and one   in eo-operation 

with IDCAS in Alexandria, Egypt,  for participants from the Arab State». 

137. Of the two regional workshops originally proposed  for ÍT'¿ (ID/B/«O/Add.i,  para.14i), 

UNIDO will be able to hold only one.  which will be for participant?  from French-spcakinr African 

countries.    As part of its operational programme,  UNICO wi 11 asai-t  the 'Jovernment   of Thailand 

to hold a similar training workshop for national personnel   m  1972.     In l'i7i,  UNIDO proponen to 

hold a training workshop for participants from English-speakm,- African countries. 

138. The compilation of Case studies on the application, of financial .analyci» and Harming 

techniques (13.06.02),  which are being utilized in the training prosammo,  will  be completed 

shortly.    Publication of the étudie?,  originally scheduled  fcr 1972 (lD/B/ttO/Add.3,  para.Ml), 

has been postponed to  1973.    At  presen'   it  is not envisaged to undertake ri«w ease étudie;! on 

this subject. 

139. A Training programme in industrial banking techniques (I3.0t.03) was ctartod m late 

I97O (lD/B/64/Add.l3,  para.59).    Owing to  lack of resources,  the workshop planned  for  1971 

(lD/B/80/Add.3,  para.145) had to be postponed until  1972.     In addition, UNIDO haa beon requeotcd 

by IDCAS to hold a similar programme for üB member countries.    In 1//3, UNIDO propout;; to or- 

ganize,  in co-operation with the Industrial Development Bank of Japan and tne Asa an Development 

Bank, a training programme for participants from Asia.    The joint,  training programme would be 

designed for executives of development banking institutions and would concentrât.:, on the mci:t 

advanced techniques for industrial  lending operations such as standardized programmer, for' proj- 

ect appraisal and financing management operations. 

140. To  supplement and  strengthen  u.e   'rainin.-- r ro.-ranrre  in  industri nl  ba.^km." "-cr ¡» s •¡u<-¡;, 

UNIDO proposes to intensify in the coming years ito training activities by an expanded pro- 

gramme of In-bank training; through fellowships ( 13.06.04).    Thi.; programme,   tr.ou.-'t  .ara-eiy op- 

erational in character,  would call  for  increased  head marten; support,   i.ann»^: ar, ¡  j.r -parat .u:.. 

The programme would  be carried out   in co-operation with   the  intor-tank co-opera» , -a,  .',/;;* e--. 

141. UNIDO  proposes to add another dimenr.ion  to   the   financia,   worK.ccp ¡ro.-ram-..   t,./ :.:~u...,r, 

on a national  level an Orientation programme for t:e  fmancir 

This programme would be  formulated  expressly  for office.:; wr 

ot 
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basic concepts of industrial  financing    Cace material  for this programme would be drawn directly 

from industrial  projects in need of financing and would thus reflect the actual conditions of a 

-iven country.    The cane material would be developed into financial dossiers.    Pour countries, 

'wo  from Asia,  one from Latin America and one from Africa,  have expressed interest  in partici- 

pating in this programme in 1972.    OwinK to the limitation of resources,  it is expected that no 

more than one of these orientation programmes can be carried out  in 1972 and that the other pro- 

lamines will  have to be postponed until  1973. 

142. In response to the specific needs of developing countries for assistance in establishing 

sound financial policies and in resolving complex financing problems, Advisory missions on proj- 

ect evaluation and financing (1,3.06.06) will be initiated in 1972 as a joint project with 0roupl2 

vlniur.triai Pro-ramming Project Planning and Policies). Under this programme, which is pri- 

marily operational, interested Governments will be assisted in the preparation and evaluation of 

industrial projects and their financial analysis and planning. The operational and field compo- 

nent of these missions will call for increased support and backstopping by headquarters staff. 

External financias for industrial development (13.07)" 

143. An updated edition of the Directory of external sources of financing (13.07.Ol), orig- 

inally planned for 1972 (ID/B/80/Add.3, para.147), is scheduled for publication in 1973.   The 

directory will include a special annex which will deal with the financing of particular indus- 

trial sectors such as the fertilizer and the textile industries. 

144. Utilizing the numerous case studies that had been prepared in previous yeare, UNIDO pub- 

lished in 1971,  a Manual on the Establishment of Industrial Joint Venture Agreements (13.07.02). 

In 1972,  additional case studies will be made dealing with co-operative arrangements between 

organizations from centrally-planned economies and industrial enterprises in developing countries. 

Additional material will be obtained from the participants of the training workshop on industrial 

joint venture agreement negotiations,  to be held in 1972 in Kuala Lumpur, for participants from 

Southeast Asian countries (lB/B/80/Add.3,  para.149). Participants at the workshop will study the 

problems of negotiating joint venture agreements, using specific joint venture oases as exercise 
material. 

145. In 1973, UNIDO proposes to  hold another training workshop on industrial joint venture 

agreement negotiations for participants from the African region.    The workshop will be held along 

the aame lines as the 1972 meeting, taking into account the experience gained from that meeting. 

/ V VESTMENT PROMOTION 

National investment promotion 

machinery in developing countries ( 13.08) 

146.        Through  this project,  UNIDO is assisting developing countries to build up their own in- 

vestment  promotion institutions and to train national personnel in investment promotion techniques. 

12    Proviom...   entitled  "External  financing for industrial  projects"  ( TD./B/80/Add.3). 
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147. As the  investment promotion programme becomes better known to   iovo.oi •-.:. - ---n 

increasing number of requests is expected for assistance in the K-nabl. ¿:MUí ,  or^u 

operation of national investment promotion machinery (ij.Oa.Ol).    In  ^utiort   ^f t ; ¡ .•- ; t 

UNIDO has been developing- and colioctir. - data for a compendium .U-.-T.I-;:..' •   ••  fun.-t ion.-.,  ort«; 

zation and methods of operation of such machinery.    Preliminai;,  work  ¡u   i.-v.-.o; in-  *.•<•   vü.p.T.- 

dium was carried out  in 1971 by a consults!  who covered the «icu* of  ,n--.-r(.-: :is ion of • !..• 

vestment promotion centres of Greece,  India,  Ireland,   Israel and Jamaica.    11111X3  ¡r j-iv.-.ont i.v 

revising the initial draft,  and the revision is scheduled for publication .n   ;-v,'..\     Vi.o pompon 

dium will serve as a handbook for UNIDO staff and experts assisting developing count no;-,  in 

setting up their own investment promotion machineries.    It will aioo be useful  to official« of 

developing countries dealing with investment promotion agencies. 

146.        UNIDO plans to continue its Beries of Training programmes in teoüu my.;. .i.V"'.1' mi'i. 

promotion ( 13.08.02).    Training programmes for English-speaking part if M -mi ••• w«.-r,- mvnn¡/..-.l   m 

1968 and again in 1970.    Similar programmes were held in I969 for part u-.ian».- fn*. FI-I..--- ani 

Spanish-speaking countries.    In 197i» «1 interregional training pro*rummo wn.- •   I «  i»ri ...•  m 

Vienna, partly in Warsaw and partly in London.    Aside from the formal  trami:.--,  •...-.•• 

arranged in the three host countries to manufacturing corporations that nv  .nv-.-tiw-n«:-  .» 

the developing countries. 

149.        In I972, UNIDO plans to vary the scope of these training programmes« h.v adding an i-xper* 

advisory element to them.    As a result,  the investment  training programr*-.- of Vüiinc will   melua«-, 

in the future,   expert advisory services,   assistance in the organisation and 05.-ri',on of  i,\W-- 

ment promotion machineries and assistance in the promotion of specific   mduamat   profeto. 

UNIDO proposes to hold in 1972 two regional training programme» in Afri cat    om  fur pari uu pan1..! 

from French-speaking countries and the other for participants from Engli3h«i«p*ak;rw <-our.tr.fiS. 

In 1973,  it is planned to hold two programmest    one for participants,  frcm U < • ECArV. r< -on and 

the other for participants from the ECLA region. 

150.        At the First Asian Meeting to Promote Specific Industrial Projeotr  m Aman Countries 

(of.   I3.O9.O2), representatives of several investment  promotion inst ,+uttonn in Ann ^xpr'-.-.-^i 

their interest  in organizing expert group meetings to further Co-operation amou,: ;nv«r.tmont ¿TO- 

motion agencies (13,08,03).    This suggestion is being followed up,  and 'JUIDG ¡ropo«.-.-, to hold 

the first such meeting in 1972 in Asia.    After further conrultation« wit!.  int..-r».-.;U-d partían, 

another such meeting may be organized in 1973 for participante in another region. 

Promotion of specific industrial projects (1309) 

151.       Within the framework of their Strategien and policies for industrial ¡ :*a< ion,  ani a:-, a 

complement to the mobilization of their own internal  resources, deve lopin.-: country n-^-d   to 

increase and improve their access to external sources of financing.     'I'hrour   '•:.;;•. ¡,ro, <•':',  <;!, ,;X, 

attempts to  facilitate the contacts of the developing countries with   potent, a;   ^;oui •:>.•:: avai.a^.o 

in the more industrialized countries.    This project  is implemented under two  int-rr^a' H-; 

components. 
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152. Through a Portfolio of industrial  projects  (n.09.01).   established at   its headquarters, 

UNIDO acts as a centre   for tie  collection,   processing and dissemination amo.,- potential  inves- 

tors of information on   investment   o; ¡oriunities and industrial  projects emanating from devel- 

oping countries.     It   can also  inform  interested develc-in- countries on nsw ideas of  investment 

FuhmiUed  by industrial   and   financial  organizations in developed  countries. 

153. It  is essential   that  information on industriai   projects and investment  opportunities be 

carefully  prepared and  well presented to potential  partners.    Until developing countries,   par- 

ticularly the least developed,  are able to build up their own machinery,  staffed with adequately 

trained personnel,  to assume the responsibility of project  identification, preparation,  evalu- 

ation and promotion,  UNIDO should continue to provide these services.    With the assistance of 

JNBP, UNIDO recruited  m 1971 an industrial investment promotion team consisting of four inter- 

regional advisers  to assis*  developing countries both in the preparation of project  information 

and in the presentation of projects to potential partners in industrialized countries.    These 

interregna! advisers  form the nucleus of a task force that operates at country and regional 

levels,  at  the r.,Muc-yt  of the countries concerned.    The interregional advisers are stationed in 

Vienna as they need to maintain permanent contacts with both developing countries and the ad- 
vanced,  industrialized countries. 

154. Throughout 1971»  efforts have been made to intensify contacts with capital exporting 

countrie«, and to identify new potential partners.    Support is being sought from these countries 

in tne provision of promotional facilities to be used by project proponents from developing 

countries.    These efforts will be continued in 1972 and I973. 

155. An index of selected investors was compiled in I971 and is to be issued in 1973 as a 

supplement  to the "Directory of External Sources of Financing« to inform developing countries 

of their potentini partners,  their fields of activity and the type of contribution they oan make. 

156. The portfolio activity, which is carried out on a continuing basis, is supplemented by 
remlmr *eetintf" t0 Pro*>ote specific industrial projects (n.09,021. The immediate objective of 

thea« meeting is to provee occasion for individual contacts, discussions and initial negoti- 

ations between proponents of projects and investment proposals and potential partners. In ad- 

dition to the 1969 meeting of Tunisia and Rabat and the 197c meetings of Manila and Nairobi, 

UNIDO orpani^ed in 1971 the Second Asian Meeting in Singapore and the Third African Meeting in 

Abidjan, both of „hijh were attended by participants from a large number of capital exporting 
countries. 

157.       In  1972, UNIDO,   as part of Us operational programme in this field, will assist th« 

Government  of Lebanon m orf*njBiner a national  inv^otment  promotion meeting. 

15**.        In   ' »ÏS  UNIDO plane  to  hold  two multiBectoral  investment   promoti 
f'íonai   leve;.!      ••    ,;. A:'r  .->.   ..•.•...-. •-..    -. 

on meetings at a re- 

/•auon,   w.U-i.  1,  to  t.e   spondei by EGA and  tie Or.-ani.:anon of African Unity}     and one in 

-it. in America,   m eo-oi erat ion with  anrepnate re.-ional  or. «ani rations. 
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159« In accordance with the wishes expressed by many countries,   IT;IPO w: . '.   ¡rKrfruun,••'.;,   :••- 

velop through its investmert   promotion programme,  activities devoted   to  c-poòifio   m.hu-t rial 

branches.    Sectoral  neetings w*ll be o^aniaed  jointly with   the   ex; • :"   ,-rou,   ir,of!;n.r  i.o'.d l-, 

the various groups of activities wi + hm  the Industrial Technolog.'  Division.     !n a.iii'ion  to 

techjiical discussions,   the meetings will  provide opportunities  to  discuss various  kin.¡¡¡ of  in- 

dustrial  co-operation between potential   partner.-, of developing and  developed  .'ourtviiM,    Siu'i 

co-operation may include investment  in specific projects,  technical  assistance ani mana..-emi'n! 

contracts, transfer of know-how, marketing and  licensing agreementc.    This approach  was  initi- 

ated  in I97I at  several UNIDO meetings,   including the Seminar  on  ti.e  Development   o;"  ' -,   ¡, -..' •.. •• 

and Leather Products Industry in Africa (cf.  t.04*01) and  tho Bxp*-r:    ;rnu¡   Kí-CMIí- •'•'.-.  ';•   Pro- 

cessing of Selected Tropical Fruits and Vegetables for Export  to Premium Markets (cf,  í>.0.\ürt). 

In 1972»  this approach will be used in the proposed interregional  seminar on the manufacture of 

cement  (cf.  3-01.01) and the expert group meeting on pre-imrerstment consideration;' and technical 

and economic criteria in the oil-seed processing industry (cf.  6.02,05).    This concerted approach 

is expected to be further strengthened in 1973 with a view to concentrating efforts to implement 

industrial co-operation.    It is expected that several of these meetings will he held m indus- 

trialized countriet.    Co-operation between firms may be supplemented by industry-to-industry 

prolamine s • 
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,y ^.icationa t rodatane Languages Cost 
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ID 50 Incentive policies for industrial development - 
Volume I 
fWpoi"   of :.•.,;   ¡i.'oi'rc.-ional   seminar  (formerly p S 
.-.02.01) 

ID/66 Selected aspects of industrial  policies 
Report and proceedings of the  interregional 
seminar (13.01.02)*/ g f 

ID/68 Manual on the establishment  of industrial joint 
venture a/rreements in developing countries 
(13.07.02) g 

IPPD/12 Directory of industrial   investment incentives 
(13.02.03)*/ i 

Directory of external sources of financing 
available for industrial projects in developing 
countries, revised and updated edition (13,07.01) 

2,7X1 

1972 publications programe 

ID/49 Financial aspects of manufacturing enterprise! 
in  the public sector - Volume I 
Report of the interregional  geminar (i3.O5.OJ) f 

ID/54 Directory of external sources of financing 
available for industrial  projects in developing 
countries (13,07.01) y 

ID/68 Manual on the establishment  of industrial joint 
venture aiTeements in developing countries 
(I3.07.0i) " j, 

Manual on the establishment   and organization of 
industrial financing institutions (I3.O5.OI) g 

Compendium of acts of incorporation and of invest- 
ment promotion agencies of developing countries 
(13.08.01) " « 

larectBt of 1973 publieatione programme 

Case studies on the application of financial 
analysis and planning techni<fues (13.06.02) f 

7,400 

E F 

4,200 

.'•       *' "l 't"   •'   ."      Of   M .     . ] int 1*1 o.T  -j, .'andard formula //as  applied based on an 

-   1V^'00!«  ]3-Oi   and   hi.02 were transferred  to Group 12;    for administrative purposes,   l')7l 
|ub'"'il,,n'1'    re.atm,: to these rrojects are   included  ,.n the publication list of Group 13. 
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OBOUP 14:   PROMOTION OF EXPORT-ORIENTED INDUSTRIES 

Introduction 

l60»        The need for the development of outward looking industrialization in the devHopin,» 

countries is generally recognized»    In line with this need, UNIDO has formulated a work  pro- 

granane for Qroup 14 aimed at assisting developing countries to establish industries  that man- 

ufacture goods for exports and at helping Manufacturers to increase the competitiveness  of 

their export products.    The programme thus reflects the International Development Strategy, 

adopted by the General Assembly for the Second United Nations Development Decade,   in which  the 

improvement of international trad© conditions for developing countries has been given first 

prior .ty among the measures to be taken by the world community. 

161»       The transfer of technology and know-how from developed to developing countries,  as a 

means of promoting manufactured exports from developing countries, is receiving increasing 

emphasis m the work programme.    For example, within the international subcontracting programme, 

specific action has been suggested for 1972 in the for« of a promotional meeting at which quota- 

tions relating to patents and licences will also be taken up.    This approach will   bo   further 

developed in 1973. 

162. In the proposed 1973 work prograwne formulated by UHIDQ for Group 14,  there  is a def- 

inite trend towards the concentration of resources on certain major projects that have received 

clear support  by the Industrial Development Board at its  fifth session, projecto that hav   aluo 

evoked a strong response from both the developing and developed counties.    The concentration 

of resources will make it possible  to consolidate  the various activities 30 that  all   pr<_ ,|vct:5 

will have a common aim, namely to assist the developing countries in improving the competitive 

position of their manufactured goods for exporte.    In order to reflect this trend  in thf> pre- 

sentation of the work programme,  the titles and numbering of projects had to be changed   from 

thoss given in document ID,/B/80/Add.3. 

163. (fee area of concentration has been the international subcontracting programme  through 

which UKIDO,  serving as an ad hoc subcontracting exchange,  has channelled a large n «ber of 

subcontracting offers to manufacturers in developing countries.    Another project in which the 

results and response have been encouraging is the product adaptation and development programme. 

An increasing number of countries are participating in this project, which has been expanded 

to facilitate a two-way flow of information, 

164. The build-up of these projects,   together with  the  efforts being undertaken   to  '-rtn^r- 

that developing countries gam maximum benefit from the Generalized System of Prefer» -noe.-;,  han 

necessitated a certain redistribution of the secretariat resources in thus area.     ''.'ergili. ¡ r><.- 

ects that were included in the 1972 work programme have had  to be redirected,    '."r.jn,   i'-.r "ximj,,. 

in-line with the findings of the Interregional Training Seminar on the Utilization  of  hxoei;» 
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«'uf^ity  in Developing Countries for Export (cf.   14.05.02),  the  future activities  of UNIDO re- 

•-f-d   to   the utilization of excess capacity for  export will be conducted aa part  of the regular 

'••chnical  assistance programme.     Similarly,   other activities (cf.   ID/B/dO/Add.3,   paras.lyó and 

i ",   have been  recrafted  in a more operational  way or merged with the rest  of the programme. 

165. Most  of  the activities undertaken by Group 14,   particularly projects with promotional 

components,  are not complete in  themselves,  but  need to be followed up by specific assistance 

through  operational projects m the fields of technology,  management, policies,   programming 

etc.     In this sense,  a major part of the programme ol Group 14 is closely related  to the ac- 

tivities of other UNIDO groups of activities and represents a type of across-i le-board,  prep- 

aratory work that paves  the way for other specific technical assistance project«. 

166. The activities of UNIDO being undertaken by Group 14 form par", of the United Kations 

combined programme for the promotion of exports and adhere to the guideline incorporated in 

that programme.     Close  co-operation is being maintained therefore with UiiCTAD,   the HTCTAD/OITT 

International Trade Centre (ITC) and with the regional economic commissions and UHM® in ora« 

to achieve a co-ordinated approach to the export develop«* problem« in the iadustrisliiing 
countries. 

OfERATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

167. The trend in the pattern of development of technical assistance in the previous years 

became a definite pattern in 1971.    The number of requests for integrated programme« of assis, 

tance,  as compared to revests for individual experts, has continued to increase,    «ore and 

more requests are being submitted for assistance aiming at orienting industry as a whole, or 

an entire industrial sector,  towards production for esport.   Moreover,  the assistance requested 

is not  only for short-term but also for long-term measures, including industrial development 

policy measures,  selection of adequate policy instruments, development of infrastructure and 

structural adjustments.     This trend calls for much closer internal co-operation aatong UHB0»• 

groups of activities and for greater working contact with other international orpœiaation* 

concerned with development of exports, such as UHCTAt) and UNCTAD/CUTT/ITC.    The long-term pro- 

gramming of technical assistance,  introduced in 1971 by UTOP,  facilita*««  this type of »«sis. 

tance,  which could hardly be formulated on a project-by-project basis. 

168. An example of the long-term type of programming is a project being implemented in Mexico 

where the whole capital goods sector is being evaluated with the aim of adjusting it» structure 

towards  improved export performance.    This project is closely connected with the special method- 

ology developed by UNIDO m a supporting activity on »etalworking industries as potential export 

industries (cf.   ID/B/8o/Add.3, ps.ra.191).    The methodology is to be published in 1972,   th< ugh 

the  collection of programming data had to be suspended until further operational  projects for 

motalworking industries could be clarified.     In Iceland, UNIDO,  m co-operation with UBCTAJ), 

will   examine the entire  industrial structure to identify those industrial  sectors  that offer 

the beat  export opportunities and to define the action necessary to build up those sectors so 
thoy will   be in a position to export. 
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169. The number of requests for assistance in the implementati or. of specific r»>commondat loi:.: 

made in the course of preparatory missions and activities is increasing as well.    Those  requeon- 

cover assistance in  the creation of production co-operatives for exports,  creation of lea.-unr 

agencies to finance equipment  for export production etc. 

170. A trend seems to be developing towards requests for highly specialized assis tance m 

such fields as essential oils,   toiletries and cosmeti,s.    Assistance of this  type requires 

highly specialized personnel and a number of companies in the developed countries had to be 

contacted to find the required expertise. 

l?i«        A large part of technical assistance originates from the promotional supporting ser- 

vices of Group 14 such as the product adaptation and development programme,  the international 

subcontracting programme and headquarters activities relating to the establishment of indus- 

trial free zones for export processing.    Such assistance is closely co-ordinated with other 

projects in this area. 

I?2#       As in previous years, assistance is provided at the government,  sectoral and plant lev- 

els« but a closer vertical and horizontal co-ordination of assistance at these three levels has 

been achieved.    This is probably the most relevant feature of the present pa.tern of technical 

assistano« deriving fro« the past experience« gained by Governments and UNIDO. 

- " Onl housands of US dollars) 

1971 
estimated 

1972 1973 

Sourn« of Approved 
projects 

Requirements 
for new 

„grojects Total 
Approved 
projects 

Requirements 
for new 
projects Total 

145.5 
138.4 558.6    / 

(130.0P 
697.0 42.0 2,115.0    / 

(430.0)* 
2,157.0 

RP 55.7 42.2 - 42.2 45.O - 4C).0 

313 242.1 484.7 280.0 764.7 - 900.0 900.0 

SOT 20.0 - 25.O 25.0 - 35.O 35.O 

fît a. 7 20.0 7.0 2?.9 ~ 27.0 27.0 

fetal 472.0 685.3 870.6 1,555.9 87.0 3,077.0 3,164.0 

jgrjji   WSBf/tk and UBDP/SF are to be merged, effective 1 January 1972. 

¡/ Annual estimated costs of projeot« included in the UHDP Country Programmes or projects 
officially submitted to UNDP for approval. 
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List of Approved Projects and Projects under Active Consideration 

Prelects over USSlQO.OOO Projects under U3$100.000 

Multiaectoral 

ÂR0-42 (IP?)* - Industrial export promotion - 
assistance in development of export possi- 
bilities in food industriosi  capital goods 
industry, engineering, electronic and 
electrical industries 

COL (IPF)* - Export promotion - assessment of 
industries for export adaptation 

ICE-71/127Ó (5IS) - Development of export- 
oriented industries 

(3 projects) 

MLW/14/2/1** 
MOR-70/1156 
SUD-71/1510 
SWA/14/2/2** 
ARO/68/4 
COL/14/2/2** 
C0S/6o/6 
COS/14/2/1** 
MEX/14/2/3** 
MEX-70/1100 
PAÄ/14/2/3** 
URU/l 4/1/1** 

VUI-70/717 
VEH-9O3I-7I 
PIJ/14/2/l** 
IND-71/II78 
IND/71/I 
IND/14/2/4 
ÎM3-69/580 
IRA-70/894 
KOR/14/2/2** 
IND/7I/42** 
NS>/14/2/5** 

PHI/14/1/4** 
THA-71/13IO 
IHA/7O/42** 
IHA/14/I/I** 
CYP-70/935 
HUH/14/1/1** 
IRQ/14/1/4 
ISR/14/1/2** 
LÌB/14/2/l** 
SYR/14/1/2** 
mf/70/37 

(34 project») 

Promotion of international auboontraotiag «wn—amt« 

INT/70/42 (TA) - International subcontracting 
programme 

(l project) 

Programme of product adaptation and development for 
exBort-OfiWiteá industrlee 

MLI-71/1442 BRA-71/1404 IRA-71/1207 
MOR-7I/1350 AFO-71/1352 KOR-71/13O2 
TAN-71/1222 IHD-71/1209 PHI-71/1224 
TlM-71/1466 IND-71/II93 

(11 projeot«) 

Selected, ^.ùfitiym..io prenota sasart-oriented indmatriee 

MAR-69/655 TRI-71/1244 KW-71/1212 
«AR/71/4 KOR-70/1135 LEB-71/1332 
BRH/71/3 KOR-71/1405 SOY-70/IO70 
PÄH-71/II6I IHA-70/IOO9 JNT-VC/u/? 

(12 project«) 

Identification and selection of manufacturing industries with export potential 

KOR-71/1238 

(l project) 

Training programme in development of industrial exports 

IND/69/17 IHT/69/19 

  (2 projects) 

*    Projects not yet approved but included in the Country Programmes and projects officially 
rf.Huooted, 

Folijw;j}iip  pootn. 
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SUPPORTING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 

173. The supporting and other activities of Group 14 are classified under the following 

projeotei 

Promotion of international subcontracting 
arrangements 14,Qll°/ 

Prograrasie of product adaptation and devel- 
opment for export-oriented industries 14,02^ 

Selected incentives to promote export- 
oriented industries 14,03¿» 

Identification and selection of manufacturing , 
industries with export potential 14.04¿¿/ 

Training programme in manufacturing for , 
exports 14,05^ 

Promotion of international subcontracting «rangement» ( 14 01 > 

1?4* The ai« of UBIDO in this project is to arrange for contacts, at a company level, be- 

tween partners fro« developed countries and developing countries who wish to enter into sub- 

contracting agreements. The Industrial Development Board, at its fourth session, expressed 

particular interest in UNIDO»s programme of international subcontracting (A/8016, para,24a), 

The results achieved through this project confirm that there is groat interest in developing 

countries in participât i ng in international subcontracting, and UMIDO intends to increase its 

efforts in this area, 

175«        The work undertaken by UNIDO in International subcontracting (14.QUOI) in 1969 and 

I97O was largely of a preparatory nature,  such as the compilation of background information 

and the identification of possible fields of action.    In I971, an interregional project wae 

launohed aimed at identifying specific subcontracting opportunities in developed countries 

and locating suitable counterparts in developing countries who could meet the subcontracting 

orders.    Some six developed countries were covered, and a number of offers were communicated 

to developing countries.    Despite the short duration of this new activity,  several business 

negotiations were stimulated, which may bring about some 1,500 new employment opportuni ti or: 

for developing countries,    A large number of contacts were established with business compara e 

in developed countries, and theBe contacts will be followed up systematically in the expecta- 

tion that they will lead to further subcontracting offers.    Further in 1971,  two studies 

22/    Formerly 14.04 (lD/B/80/Add,3 and 5). 

ZjJ    Formerly I4.O5 (lD/B/8o/Add,3 and 5Ì. 

22/    Formerly 14.02 entitled "Policies and measures for the development of the aiduutnai  f.-xpor 
sector"  (lD/B/80/Add.3). 

2¿/    Formerly 14.01 (lD/B/80/Add.3). 

2j/    Formerly 14.03 entitled "Measures to raise levels of export efficiency" (TD/B/ :o/A<id. ¿. . 
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were  initiated  on specific conditions under which some developed countries with  centrally- 

planned  economiea could participate  in  this programme. 

176. Uli [DO plans to continue this activity in 1972 on a considerably larger scale.    As a 

complementary activity,  UNIDO proposes to establish at headquarters a systematic service that 

could become the nucleus for the creation of an international subcontracting exchange.    UNIDO 

will also continue rendering technical assistance to the partners identified for subcontracting 

in developing countries.    In addition,   studies are planned on special issues related to 

subcontracting, 

177. In 1973, UNIDO proposes to place special emphasis on the establishment of the above- 

mentioned international subcontracting exchange.    Moreover, a systematic machinery wotdd te 

established in the developing countries to facilitate the flow of subcontracting agreements 

through local or subregional subcontracting exchanges. 

178. in addition to the above approach, UNID© plans to use international subcontracting as 

an instrument to promote the transfer of technology to the developing countries.    To this end, 

UNIDO proposes to hold in 1972 within its Programme for transfer of technology and know-how 

through subcontracting and licensing agreements (14.01.02) a promotional meeting as described 

in document ID/B/80/A4d.5 (paras.4-13), 

179. The main objective of the meeting will be to provide a place for faoe-to-faoe discussions 

between potential partners fro« developing and industrialised countries.    At the same time, the 

meeting can serve as a forum for the promotion of international subcontracting, which is an ef- 

ficient means for diversifying the exports of developing countries and for promoting the flow of 

patents and licences, a process that would stimulate the upgrading of manufacturing technologies 

in developing countries.    As far as possible,  the promotional meeting will be based on specific 

industrial projects so as to provide a basis for further negotiations and actual business ar- 

rangements.    Co-operation with other international institutions active in this field is envisaged, 

180. in 1973, UNIDO proposes to hold another promotional meeting, utilizing the experiences 
gained in the 1972 meeting, 

Programme of product adaptation and development fet 

export-oriented indnitrirt ( 14.02) 

l8i.        The ai« of UNIDO in this project is to assist producers in developing countries to up- 

grade their products,  thereby improving their prospects on the export market.    To this end, 

UNIDO organizes direct contacta between manufacturers in developing countries and potential 

buyers in developed countries.    The need for this activity was recognized by the Industrial 

Development Board in resolution l?(lll) and in the discussion of the Board at its fifth session 

(A/04IÓ, para.236).    Activities under this project are carried out through interrelated project 

components,   each of which serves a specific purpose, 

ln2.        Through the Programme of product adaptation and development (14.02.01). UNIDO is as- 

sisting the developing countries in improving the quality of selected manufactured products 
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in order to make   Ihem acceptable on the markets of the industrialize:  ecuntnes.    The products 

are identified at specialized consultations between manufacturers from the devel^pm^ countries 

and experts from the developed partner countries.     Information obtained  through thi consul ta- 

ti one is fed back to the relevant production units in developing cour.Ines,  and UNIDO provides 

fo]1ow-up technical assistance in implementing the improvements identified. 

183. In 1970 and 1971,  the pilot stage of the programme was initiated in ten developing coun- 

tries of Africa, Asia and Latin America (lD/B/8o/Add.3, paras..219, 220).    A variety of methods 

were introduced in order to achieve the maximum flexibility of implementation.    Specialists from 

business companies acted as consultants, and various business associations offered to sponsor 

such consultatimi in the developed countries.    Some of the projects were directed towards 

European markets (in the Federal Republic of Germany and Sweden) and some towards Market« in 

the united Staces of America.    The latter were organized through the New York Liaison Office 

of UNIDO.    The meeting that was planned for 1971 to assess the resulta achieved in the pilot 

•tag« (lD/B/80//dd,3, para.220) was cancelled in view of the paucity of accumulated experience. 

UNIDO held discussions in 1971 with UHCTAD/OATT/lTC on broad guidelines for co-ordination of 

relating activities, with a view to strengthening the integrated approach and achieving the 

maximum potential benefits for the participating developing countries. 

184. In 1972, UNIDO will continue the pilot operations on a considerably expanded basiti and 

finalise the country projects initiated in 1971.    The consultations are expected to result in 

a variety of recommendations to producers on subjects ran^ng from structural  adaptation» of 

entire industrial sectors to technological changes for upgrading promising products,   UNIDO will 

provide technical assistance in relevant fields (e.g. technology, management, policy and pro- 

gramming) as a follow-up of the consultations.    At the end of 1972, a thorough evaluation and 
assessment of the programme will be made. 

185. On the basis of the I972 evaluation, the activities under this heading, while continu- 

ing in principle along the lines described above, nay lead in I973 to the formulation of «ajo?' 

regional technical assistance projects in this area.    Some of the country projects will undoubi-      f» 

edly have to be supporte-' by studies of various natures. 

186. In addition to the country-to-country approach used in project cemponent 14.02,07, 

multinational consultation meotings will be held in selected developed countries.    In 197?, 

UNIDO will hold in New York a Consul tat i on oonferenoe on product development for exports 

Lli.02.0k).-*'     Eight to ten developing countries are expected to take part in this conference, 

sponsored jointly by UNIDO, the World Trade Centre and the United States Agency for Interna- 

tional Development (USAID).    Each product displayed at the conference will be commented upon 

by a number of potenti*! buyers so that the producers will have an opportunity to programme 

the necessary product development measures.    On the basis of the experiences accpured at the 

I972 conference, UNIDO proposes to hold a similar conference in 1973 in one of the industrially 
advanced European countries. 

2¿/   Originally entitled "Export development orientation meeting" in ID/B/"0/Add,5, paras.I-3. 
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Seleited incentives to promote export-oriented industries f 14.03» 

137. Through this project,  UNIDO provides assistance   to developing countries m identifying 

economic instruments and measures  to encourage and   facilitate   the accelerated growth of the 

manufacturing export sector.    UNIDO also assists  the   Governments  cf  these countries   in imple- 
menting such incentives and measures. 

1ÖS.        Considerable interest has Leen expressed by- a number of developing countries in the 

investigation into the establishment of Industrial   fV„e  zones as incentives to t,romote export- 

oriented industries (14.0J.01)..-/    A number of countries have requested technical assistance 

fromOTIDO in this area.    To support the operational   activities in this area, UNIDO collected 

and classified in 1971 the information available on   free aones,    Thls infomation will be 

presented as working papers to the international trairiin€ workshûp that UNID0 WiU be hold^ng 

in 1972 (lD/B/80/Âdd.3,  para.190).    After the workshop has reviewed and discussed the background 

papera, UNIDO plane to revise them and put the« in   the  form of guidelines for developing coun- 

tries interested in establishing free sonesj    the guidelines are scheduled for publication in 
1973. 

189. In ordir to improve ite technical assistane* projects ln this area| mm propOBeg t0 

hold an expert group meeting in 1973 to evaluate the results of the operation of various free 

zones ml to obtain expert opinion on the future dWeiopflient of inàustrial free aones as an 

economic instrument.   URIDO will prepare papers on  eeieet«i is.ues that have arisen i^ connex- 

ion with operational activities in this area, and tJie pap«,, will be preBented fw diBCUSBlon 

at the expert group meeting.    In these activities,   the co-operation of UNCTâD/GATT/ITC will be 
sought through the appropriate channelr. 

190. UNÍDÜ proposes to arrange in I972, subject  to  availability of resou-oes, a series of 

consultations to provide for a froquent exchange of  information between producers on common 

probi«» related to manufacturing for exports.    Th.ee  consultations are expected to lead to 

the establishment, m some selected branches of indue try,  of International associations of 

producers for specific branches (I4.03.02i  Priorité ^  (ID/B/80/Add.3,  para.199).    The con- 

sultations would cover a nu«ber of subjects such as   specialisation,  technological co^lemen- 

tarity and arrangements  for industrial co-operation.     ÂJlong the by-products of such consulta- 

tions would be a stronger bargaining position vis-à-vie the markets of developed countries 

and a reduction of the competition between develop^ countries.    The consultations would as- 

sist UNIDO to determine the feasibility of establiahing such associations, which might be able 

to contributa to the promotion of export-oriented industries within the developing countries. 

191. The consultations would be continued m I973  a«d „ight conceivably develop into opera- 

tional projects.    It is possible that some of the consultations would be held in connexion with 

various industrial branch meetings organised by the   Industrial  Technology Division. 

££/    Previously entitled "Free ports and  free-zones    *«   , «„^-t., ,,,„  +, 
~*     industries«  ( H)/B/80/Add.3;   para.197). incentives to promote export-on entea 
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192. Another measure fron which producers   . ri devo, cp.r.f cour.tr; oi-  CìMIìì lu-nef: t  would  be 

Improved accese tj information on industrial producto foi- export  vM.^i.'M;  !'r:.r;:j 0.'.—- 

Information on product.on motiiodn,   .-nial-, ty,   der.gn,   technical   parame t e r;-     f pr<\h,   ; .• and 

other requirements of spec fie  maT-.^ts  can to  obtained a.  vari-m;   int.-mat 1 o>. a!   trai-   m.I 

export   centre;- and at other  inttitutionr.     Owing to lack of resources,   inveotigat 1 <!..•   nito 

the possibility of stimulating the systematic   flow of auch  information   to manufacturer.-,  pro- 

ducing goods for export from developing countries oculd not be ntailed   in ]•>','!   (of.  ID/B/M)/ 

Add.3»   para,196).    Subject to availability of funds, UNIDO proporrne to begin such inven ti gâ- 

tions  in I972.    By I973,   it   is  hoped that the  investigations will   load   to on  identification 

the insti tutione.l arrangements needed to initiate the flow of such information.    Possibl 

operation in this activity with USCTAD/GATT/TTC will be aocertained through appropriate 

channels. 

Identification Mid «lection of manufacturing industrie* with 

export potential (14.04» 

I93»        the Spteial International Conference of UNIDO in cons~n;iU8 resolution fB/SCU/Kea*l, 

operative paragraph 1(g) recommend**, inter alia,  that UNIDO »organise ¡-specific operational 

measures to ausist, in co-operation with UNCTAT,  the regional economic commissions and UNKSQB, 

the developing countries, especially the least developed     'ong them,  to take full advantage of 

the benefits of the Generalized System of Preferences for manufactured and semi-manufactured 

products*    To this end UNIDO should promote the establishment and improvement m developing 

countries of industries in respect of which tj.ey possees comparative advantages".   Under the 

präsent project, USIDO aime at identifying in specific countries products and product groups 

that have a potential for industriai expansion in view of the new market outlets opened by the 

Generalized System of Préférences, 

194«        To achieve these ends, UNIDO reformulated in I970 the project component Supply, and 

Aeroaná of export-promising manufactures and a orni-mjitmf actios JM^i'^^ on ^"' banii; oI* tiu'- 

eussions with UÎJCTAD and UNCTAD/GATT/ITC (lD/B/80/Add.3, paras. 136-190).    UHFDO, UNCTAD and 

l8fCTAD/tíaTT/lTC formed country missions to assist developing countries  in identifying the in- 

dustries tnat,  in vieti of the opportunities presented through the Generalized System of Pref- 

erences, have export potential,    tee such mission «ras undertaken in 1971 to Morocco, and sev- 

eral requests are being processed for implementation in I972 and 1973. 

195« Prior to the visit of a country mission,  a comprehensive study is undertaken, ay a 

supporting activity,  of the industrial structure and export potential of the industry of the 

country,  taking into account the specific opportunities presented in the Generalised System 

of Preferences,    After having selected products with definite export potential,   the nun«ion 

team then discuss these products with industrialists and government officialo in the country» 

The ultimate goal of the mission is to formulate with the Government a plan of action  to 1 To- 

rnóte the industrial growth of export-oriented industries. 

27/    Previously entitled "Utilization of existing world export institution:; for the 
producers in developing countries" (ID/B/"50/Add.3). 

.fit   of 
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196.        For UNIDO,   this plan of action takes  two forms:     in-depth production feasibility studies 

on the products identified and follow-up through technical assistance projects in technology, 

organization,   management etc.    When new industrial projects are  identified during the prepara- 

tory work  for a country mission,   they may be included in  the  investment promotion programme of 

UNIDO,  described in the work programme of Group 13 (industrial  Financing and Investment Promo- 

tion).    During l-j'l¿ and 1973,   the country mission programme will be systematically expanded to 

include a greater number of developing countries, with special  emplis on the least developed 

of the developing countries,     in the  implementation of this programme, and especially with re- 

gard to contacts with the countries concerned,  close co-operation will be maintained with the 
• jlevant régional economic commissions and UNESOB. 

19'.        In I97.5, UNIDO proposas to hold a seminar for participi-nts from countries of the UNESOB 

region.    The purpose of the seminar would be to review the progress achieved through the joint 

country mission« and relatod programmes, with particular relevance to the UNESOB region. 

198. Th.j methodology developed by UNIDO for programming the Metalworking industries as 

t°%m%i -a 3»Ptt industritg in developing countries ( 14.04.02 ).  which was originally scheduled 

fop publication in 1971 (Wü/80/Add.3t par». 191), will be published in 1972 under the title 

••Planning and programming nf the metalworking industries with a special view to exports".    The 

collection of programming data,  envi »aged in last year* s work programme, me postponed pending 

the évaluation of further operational projects related to the metalworking industries. 

199. As explained in document I3)/B/80/Add,3, para.192, the Joint UHIDO/lTC/UflPP exploratory 

M soi on» ¿14.04. Oil have been phaaed out of UKIDO»s work programme,    Durin« 197I, UMDO reviewed 

and revised the preparatory work that had been carried out on these missions and integrated it 

uno the country suasions (of.  14.O4.OI) and into tue international aubcontiaeting programme 
(cf. 14.01.01). 

traMms pfefrwuww ta ntmafsctttrini fur experts {14.05) 

200. in the f omnia tion of this project, UNIDO has given due regard to the views of the 

Industrial Development Bo:*rd, as reflected in resolution 17(lII)t in which the Executive 

Director watj requested "to give special emphaaia to standardisation,  quality control,  product 

improvement, design, packaging and similar meat-ures ... aimed at improving the market accep- 

tance and competiti/enes.-, of industrial products from the developing countries,"   The training 

programme of UNIDO in export production techniques received the support of several delegations 
J,o the Industrial Development Board at  its fifth session (A/8416, para.236). 

201. In its efforts to raise the standards of export production in developing countries, 

UNIDO has adopted a variety of training approaches.    Training has been provided on a country 

basis as,   for example,  in the programme for Indian trainees undertaken in I97I.    In addition 

to the vxc.hmi£o of oxperienca among participants and the review cf guideline»,  training is 

ana will bo an  important element  of the  international   training workshop on industrial  free 

aonec,  which UNIDO plane to hold in 1972 (cf.   14.OJ.OI),  and  of  the cri on tati on pro- 

gramme organj jed within the product adaptation and development  programme (of. 14.02,01),   in 
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co-operation with the World Trade Centre in New York.    Tn these activities UNID° provide  train- 

ing to participants from developing countries in international market rt^uiromentB. 

202. While training takbc place at several levels within the activities of Qroup l.J,   the 

core of these activities is the  specific Training programme in the development ot' industrial 

export» ( 14.05.01 ).•**     Under this programme,  one training course is held c ch yca**.    These 

training courses usually have a  duration of approximately eight weeks.    The first phase of the 

course is in the form of a seminar with lectures and discussions on the problems encountered 

in quality control methods,  design techniques, application of international standards etc. 

In the second phase, the participants concentrate on the application of those techniques at 

a company level. The co-ordination established with UNCTAD/OATT/ITC ensures the complemen- 

tarity in the training activities of that organization with those of UNIDO. 

203. The training oourse originally scheduled for 1970 (TD/B/64/Add.l4, par&.25) »»as held 

in Belgium in 1971 for participants from English-speaking developing countries.   UNIDO plan? 

to hold a similar training oou*ae in 1972 for participants from French-speaking developing 

eoaatriee (lD/B/80/Add.3, para.201).    Further in 1972,  the report on the training activities 

of Group 14 will be issued as a working paper.   UNIDO proposas to continue this training pro- 

gramM in 19Î3, and negotiations to this effect are being carried on with sever»1 potential 

host oomtrie».   Additionally,  UKIBO proposes to organise,  jointly with ECLA, » similar type 

of training for participante from Latin American countries. 

204. In 1971, UHIDO orbT«is«â.t  as planned, an Interregional Training Seminar on the 

PtiUlmtlop of Sxcesg Capacity in p—icim Countries for Enort (14.05.02) ( ID/B/tfO/Add. j, 

para.202).   The Seminar, which warn held in Istanbul, was attended by some 5° par**01?*"1*8 f*"0® 

developing oountries.    In accordance with the findings of the Training Seminar,  Alture activ- 

ities under this heading will "be carried out as technical assistance projects within thu op- 

erational programme of UNIDO. 

28/   Previously entitled '«Trainine programme in industrial promotion measures related \o exports 
of manufactures" (lD/B/80/Add.3, para. 201). 
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Printed publications 

1971 publications programme Languages Coat 

ID/29 Industrial co-operation between developed 
and developing countries for exports 
Report of the expert group meeting (formerly S R 
14.O2.OI) —- 

454 

1972 publications programe 

ID/23      Itetalworking industries as potential export 
Vol.1      industries in developing countries 

Report of expert group «testing (14.04.02)       F 

ID/23      Planning and programming of the metalworking 
Vol.II      industries with a special view to exports 

(14.04.02) EPS 

ID/29 Industrial co-operation between developed and 
developing countries for exports 
Report of the expert group meeting (formerly p 
14.02.01) 

8,500 

Forecast of 1973 publications programe 

Industrial free senes (11.03*01) EPS 

3,200 

Note: In the computation of the printing costs a standard formula was appliad based on an 
average cost of internal and external printing. 
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GROUP 16:   INDUSTRIAL SURVEYS AND STUDIES 2*» 

InWWNCPvH 

20Ç.       Although many of the projects ana component» contained m UNlDü'n programme of wurk 

for Group I5 are of a continuing nature,  a significant change ha« occurred, tiamoiy the  in- 

creased emphasis upon an operational programme that is co-ordinated and,   to B- me didn't/,   inte- 

grated with the operational programmes and other activities being carried out by the va:-i>ur 

groupe of activities within UHI BO,    activities relating to the promotion of induatrial devei- 

opraent require a wide range of data and information, and the baaic task of Group 1'   u» to pro- 

vide the general data and informtion required by UHiDO's various groupe of activities.    This 

tuie extenia beyond the collection of statistics to include a diugncait; of problems Mithin 

specific industrial sectors,    ft a identification and diagnosis of such problema can for» ikv 

basis for future action by the 4«v%lo»i8f countries and by IK IPO in ita various programed of 

technical assistance, 

206. In the motivi ties being undertaken by UNIDO within Oroup 15, the moot important opuru- 

tional tool at the country :.evel ie the industrial survey mission.    Supplemented by nptîciai 

advisory miS3ionat  this activity *s designed to provide the most comprohuiiüj v>   and up-to-dat.; 

information available on the industrial situation, problems and potentials of ih<- cuuj.tiy r.uu- 

cerned.   The reports of the industrial survey missions serve as a basta l'or t'urti, v pr.m- t.-i. 

and orientation of the industrial development of a country,  l'or the duaigr, of t. i;tuuc.-i ;  a.:;;..•- 

tance, and for til« planning, programming and promotion activities of 'JNIDO,    Tin-;»* rcpi ri¡; may 

also be of use in the country programming procedur s of UNDP,    The industriai  survey mi.iuiui.. 

and their ensuing reports are of special value for the least developed • i tin  di,'Volopmf.' o.ui — 

trie», for whioh tì .ue-series data are virtually non-exi3tont and only piocomoai data and .1,- 

formation are available* 

207. The »Industrial Development Survey" (of. 15.01) contains basic 11 ¡formation at the. 

global level on the latest trend» in manufacturing output, trad«,  investments» productivity 

»ni employment.    The annual volumes of the Survey provide a perap« Qtive against which individ- 

ual developing countries can measure their progress and set their gonio.    The oltensive aid 

dstailed coverage provide* by the Survey takes it a useful tool  for momVving the proprem.» út 

the developing countries during the Second United Nations Development pecad«. 

208. ,   The country file system (cf. 15.O4) contributob to the BUQO«BS of a nun-ber of iti 1 DO 

activities,  including the operational programmas being implamontod by ali group» of «ctivitn-n 

within UHIBO,    Por each developing country tharo 13 a file of basic information w th«> »<;-m<mx 

2g/   For administrative purposes the number of this group of activi tim ha:: w-.i. '¡han^i  tr-.m 
15a to 15. 
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1   :;ect,r  in particular;      this  information  m  supplemented by rel- 

vcAiLT.r   of U:;rDO.     The   l'ilei- are continually updated  so as  to be 

!b0  fi. Id.   expert::. 

20". Although   th.'  Hpec^a:   industrial   studier (cf.   I'j.O..')   fall  within  the  framework of the 

::ufi "'•rtii.f" pr^-rn-im. ,   ti.-y :¡avo a   iir-.-ct   intact  on  operational  activities;.     By providing an 

•t!-a-; «>'"< •"  -)i' *-;,r-cc   t^'it are  currently of critical   importance to  the   industrialization of the 

• i--volcping countries,   the .itudus can  serve ao a guide  fur the developing countries and for 

the  improvement   of the  various  operational  activities  of UNIDO. 

JlO. Tho assistance  of UíílDO in industrial  surveys,  as in other  fields,   is meant to be 

temporary;     the  ultimate goal   in  to he1 p  the developing countries   to become self-sufficient 

in carrying out their cm surveys    For this reason, UH IDO has initiated a series of training 

workshops m which the methods of indue tri al surveying are introduced and explained to partic- 

ipante   From the developing countries. 

ÍIJ Several  of the activities bein,? carried out by Group 15 are appropriate tools for the 

appraisal of industrial activities and for monitoring progrese duri-g the Second United Nations 

Development Decade, The "Industrial Development Survey» and the projection« of future develop- 

ments can be used to monitor progresa at the global level, while the industrial survey missions 

%re g«»r«d to the country level. 

2i: 

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Survey a*siEsta»e« in the for« of country survey missions»  short-term advisory sussions 

and s«veral type« of long-term assistance is the nucleus around which all the activities of 

Group 15 x«voive.    To date, «orne 20 developing countries and three regional orgiittsations have 

officially request ed aurvey »asístanos,    UNIDO has carried out industrial survey Hissions in 

Botswana, Brasil,  Cypru«, Ecuador, the Gambia, Kenya,  Laos, Lesotho and Swaziland, and others 

are m progress in the Central African Republic,  th3 lominioan Republic, Malaysia, Qatar and 

Surma».    Two missions ara iri the preparatory stage and additional requests for assistance in 

tins field are anticipated.    At the regional level, UNIDO is providing industrial survey as« 

ai s tance  to tito East A frican Community,   the East African Development Bank and the Industrial 

Development Centre for Arab States (IDCAS).    A large proportion of the technical assi stance in 

this field ha.', gone to the least developed of the developing countries, and this trend is ex- 

pected to continue.    Industrial survey assistance is intended to help a developing country in 

assessing its industrial structure,  past performance, growth potential and future economie re- 

quirements.    Thus,  the surveys include an identification of investment opportunities in manu- 

facturing, an analysis; of existing industrial policies and institutions with regard to their 

effectiveness and impact upon the manufacturing sector, and an evaluation of technical assis- 

tance requirement» and priorities. 

213.       Experience has shown that country survey mission reports «ay serve as a basis for long- 

term planning activities by the interested countries for the survey missions go beyond a basic 

stock-taking exercise  to deal with project  identification and analysis of the industrial structure. 
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214. At  the project  and  sectoral   levels,   the  country  survey n.;ss;oru:   ¡r\   >\;-,-t.-;   ' •-   .!• ••.'.:"•. 

the  salient  intersectoral  and  inter-industry relationships that   ire   -, mrort ir.'   for   . T-.í-I.-* ••. ;. 

planning purposes anc1  to report  on the advisability of conducting ¿elected   investirent   :*•• t.-, t . 1 : !;. 

studies. 

215. It   is  important  that  close contact  be maintained between the  country   .-ii-vey n,i¡'iiion¡f   mi 

the technical and  substantive sections  in UN7D0.     This ia accomplished  primarily   t'y menno of   1 

thorough briefing of the  survey team by various  sections of UNIDO before the iruinuoti  is  ¿Tent   to 

the field.    Upon completion of the field work,  the   reports of the   survey mission  nrv discussed 

within UNIDO during an extensive and systematic debriefing.    On the basiti of the concensus 

reached,  a final report  is prepared for the consideration of the Government of the country 

concerned. 

216« In Kenya,  a UNDP/SF project,  the Industrial Survey and Promotion Centre,  waa established 

to follow up the work of the industrial survey mission to that country.    The Centre is conducting 

surveys in areas ana sectors not covered by the survey mission and is aleo evaluating the proj- 

ects initially identified by that mission.    Some of these projects have been submitted by Kenya 

for promotion through UMBO'S investment promotion programme. 

217. The reports of the survey missions also serve the secondary function of providing UNIDO 

with in«4epth information ©n individual developing countries.    3uch information can b© utilized 

in the over-all review of Industrial development and for purposes of planning long-term technical 

assistar.ee 1 the surveys, if repeated, can serve as as instrument to monitor progress daring the 

Second United Mations Development Decade. 

218. A related operational activity is the prevision of short-term advisory miBBions to devel- 

oping oountries and regional organisations to deal with such problems as the planning of an indus- 

tri*! survoy» design of methodology, sampling toefaaiçMs, the naturo of th«»questionnaire and the 

analysis of results.    Those activities are usually undertaken by staff members acting in an ad- 

visory capacity.    In suoh instances, the actual implementation of the survey ia usually carried 

out fey the counterpart institution of the developing country.    In 1971» U»IDO»a aBaiutance to 

IDCAS ineluded a survey of this type. 

219. UMBO is also assisting the last African Development Bank to establish an indu ut rial 

studies unit, which is to be responsible for the collection of industrial information and for 

projeot identification.    The last African Community is receiving technical asei stance in the 

area Of industrial statistics and industrial studies. 

220«        ÎÏ» aetivities of UMBO in this field are closely linked to the programmo a of other  in- 

ternational bodies.    Thus, UMBO was represented in the ILO employment missione carried out in 

Colombia in 1970 and in Ceylon in 1971» and similar participation is anticipated in employment 

missions to 1rs» and Kenya.    UMBO is also participating in the ILO sponsored Asian employment 

survey and in the industrial survey for regional co-operation being carried out by ECAPE.   UNIDO 

has co-operated with the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) in con- 

ducting several pro-investment studies missions (e.g. in Algeria and East Africa). 
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Value of approved field projects and forecast of requirements.   1971 to 1973 
(in thousands of US dollars) 

r-t?i 
Source of estimated 

funds expendi ture 

UNDP/SF 197./ 

UNDP/TA 72.0 

RP 6.0 

315 133.3 

GTF 6.4 
FIT ~ 

ï'ot-.l 415.4 

1972 
Requirements 

Approved        for new 
projects        projects 

'   587.7 

21.2 

74.4 

663.3 

79.1     / 
(60.0)» 

150.0 

6.0 

3.0 

2^8.1 

Total 

666.8 

21.2 

224.4 

6.0 

3.0 

921.4 

-12LL 
Requirements 

Approved for new 
projects Total projects 

115.3 

15.0 

1,205.0    /   1,320.3 
(410.0)» 

I5.O 

280.0 

10.0 

 M 
130.3       1,498.0        1,628.3 

280.0 

10.0 

Sotgi    UNDP/TA and UHDP/SF are to b« mrfed, effective 1 January 1972. 

a/ Annual estimated coats of project« included in the UBBP Country Fu 11 «Mm« or project« 
officially submitted to UNDP for approval, 
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List of Approved Projects and Projects 

under Active Consideration 

Projeta nwr T.tgr!nnrrw.n Protects iirkior n:;luw.(W 

InduBtrial country eurvey miBeione 

OHI (SF) - Industrial survey and promotion       0AB-é9/6l0 
centre SUD-69/512 

SÜD/15/2/3** 
SOK/71/8 
(WA/15/2/1*» 

(l project) 

PER/15/2/3»* JiAT-70/l07,> 
suR-70/989 YEÄ-VC/15/lO 
MAL-69/96I JHT-VC/15/') 
CYp-70/772 Wr-VC/i5/H 

(13 projscta) 

Social tnâmtrtal etudl- 

AJH/REO-182 (8P) . Saat Afrloan Development CAf-69/586 
Bank«    lnduetrlal studiee «nit AFH-70/920 

(l projexst) 

LAO-69/5TÎ      a^-69/672 
AH/70/44 

Í5 project») 

ÎYieflaJaf OTa Ftl»tt4 MllYJttff 

BOP-70/721 EAC/70/4 APE/REO-176 

(3 project«) 

ttC/io/5 (Ä «tat Iff)* - Industrial d-rvelop-       MW/15/2/2»*        flHAs/a/2» 
samt «at »roduetivity 

(1 project) (2 project«) 

*   Projects not yet approved but ingluded la the Country Prograsnea and projects officially 
requested. 

** Fellowship poet«. 
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SUPPORTING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 

221. The supporting and other activities of Group I5 are classified under the following 
projects« 

Industrial Development Survey I5.OI 

Special industrial studies 15.02 

Training in methods and techniques of industrial 
surveys and related activities 15.03 

Industrial statistics and the country file system 15.04 

Synoptic presentation of industrial survey 
mission reports 15-05 

222, Supporting activities are designed to complement and strengthen th« operational activi- 

ties.    Both the country file system and the special industrial «tudies enhance th« quality of 

technical assistance by providing the most up-to-date information en, and an analyai« ©ff impor- 
tant industrial problems. 

(15.01) 

22J,       The preparation and publication of th* "Industrial Dsvolopaont Survey" are • mmjor sup- 

porting aetivity of USÎDO.    The first volume, propared for the Athens Symposium and published in 

1968, contained a comprehensive assessment of industrialization trend« and developments for th« 

period 1955-1964.   k similarly comprehensive volume of th» Survey i« to be published every five 

years, the next volume b«ing scheduled for publication in 1973.    lach intervenin« year, M annual 

review is published which provides basic information on the latest trend« in manufacturing out- 

put, trade, investment, productivity and employment.    In addition to the established format, th« 

annual volumes continue to present an examination of a oritioal a«p«ot of industrialisation, 

Among th« special topic« dealt with weret    regional industrial oo-operation (Volume II) | ana 

induttrializalion strategies and policies (Volum« III, which was published in 1971).    for 

Volume rv, scheduled for publication in 1972, the topic is the interrelationship between industry 

and agriculture.    This latest tepio constitutes part of OTÎD0»« oentribution to th« iater-mgene* 

co-operative programme called for by FAO to study the consequence« of th« Green Revolution.    The 

special topic for Volume ?, scheduled for publication in 1973, will be structural changes in 

manufacturing growth.    This presentation will utilize muoh of the analysis and conclusions of 

the special industrial study on sectoral changes in manufacturing growth (of. I5.O2.O3) and will 

be based on th« experience of some 30 countries, tracing the changea that took plac« in th« 
structure of output as economic growth occurred. 

224.       I» both the comprehensive and the annual surveys, industrial trend« throughout th« »erti 

are studied, but the emphasis is on industrialization in the developing eountrUs.    Sy it« very 

nature, th« airvey is therefore specially suited for monitorin« progrès« at th« «lotosi l«v«l 

during the Second United Rations Development Decade.    Providing information, as it does, on global 

and regional trends,  the "Industrial Development Survey" gives individuai developing oountri«« a 
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point of reference for the evaluation of their progress and for the est abl i indent  of t:.,-ir ;-n- 

orities.    The collection of the most current data available for1 oaoh vol.iui.t-  re,p.. i iv.-  • i,r co- 

opérât i on of the Statistical Office of the United Nations,   the various  regional   e,vnoi¡,¡,- 

commissions and UNESOB, UNOTAD,   ILO and PAO as well  aa other  international   oivrani • ,t ion.-. 

Special industrial studies ( 15.02) 

225»        The special industrial  studies are designed to provilo an analy•• m of topuni tint  .ire 

of critical importance to the  industrialization process,   such as employment,   the special  proMe«,:-, 

of small countries and country projections of industrial  growth.    Th.> special   industrial i-tuii.•;• 

are not  oonoeived of as an academic exercise,  but  are of a practical nature  aimed at offering 

action guidelines for decision makers in developing countries and at  improving the qudity of 

UKIDO's technical assistance.    The studies,  based on the actual experiences of developing coun- 

tries, have been compiled by UNIDO through field experts,  advisory missions,   survey rnuwiono and 

other activities.    In several instances, the study topics relate to items that  have appeared 

repeatedly in the terms of reference of industrial survey missions,  for the mi as ions are boing 

increasingly requested to identify export opportunities and to survey problems and prospect;; 

related to employment in the manufacturing industries.    Each study is co-ordinated with the other 

groups of activities of UNIDO, and extensive co-operation has been maintained with other United 

Hâtions organizatiuns. 

226.        The special industrial studies are components of UHIDO'e programme for the Second United 

Mations Development Decade.    The projections provide information to the developing countries and 

te ÜIHBO headquarters and field staff for planning and guiding industrialization during the 

Deoadei    other studies, which concentrate on key problem areas, provide an m-depth mom toring 

of progresa that pin-points both weak and strong points in past performance. 

22?,       The etudy on Some apeo i al problems of industrial development of the smaller developing 

eoaatrl«* (is.02.Olì, undertaken in 1970 (lD/&/64/Add.l5, para.21), was completed in 1971.    It 

constitutes part of UNTD0»a contribution to the special efforts called for by the General Aanem- 

bly in resolution 2626(XXV), paragraphs 56 to 58, on behalf of the smaller and least developed 

countries.    The study was also used as background material for the 1971 Expert Group Meet ing on 

Industrialisation in Countries at Early Stages of Development, with Special Reference to Snudi- 

seli« Industry (of. 11.04.03). 

228,       another study started by UNIDO in 1970 and continued during 1971 was an investigation of 

The «ff«ets of industrialisation on manufacturing employment and product ivi t.v (15.02. .02).    Bm- 

ployawnt has beooae an area of extreme oonoern in many of the developing countries and is a: pe- 

oially important in the least developed oountries, where high population growth rates often swell 

th« ranks of the marginally employed.    This study contains information on manufacturing employ- 

ment gains, an analysis of the causes of failure to implement employment and productivity pro- 

grammes, and an identification of areas of conflict between employment and productivity objec- 

tives.    An analysis is made of the direct and indirect effects of employment on manufacturing 

growth and of the technological and economic considerations of employment and productivity,  m 

the context of the social and economic conditions prevailing in developing countries. 
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'.'•        The study, which  is based on the experiences of the developing countries,  provides an 

analytical methodology and policy conclusions that will be beneficial to policy makers in the 

d'.'/eloping countries and  to agencies providing technical assistance.    The findings of the com- 

peted study will bo especially pertinent to the design of industrialization strategies and 

pi.-ucies.    In tha implementation cf this study,  co-operation 'ras been maintained with ILO in 

connexion with the ILO World Tkiployment Programme, and UNIDO staff members have participated 

j'   ÎLO missions to Ceylon,   Colombia, Iran and Kenya.    In co-operation with other groups of ac- 

-i .'ties within UNIDO,  Group 15 helped to prepare for an ILO expert group meeting a special 

r on fiscal incentives to promote employment. 

-Y->        UNIDO is also continuing the study on Structural changes in manufacturing growth 

; lb.02,03) (lD/B/80/Add,3,  pa:*a.25l), which involves a cross-country analysis of structural 

tTowth to determine the patterns of industrialization for several groups of developing coun- 

tries.    Although the study deals with the effects of economic growth upon several sectors of 

developing countries,  the main emphasis is on the pattern of structural change within manufac- 

turing industries.   By comparing the manufacturing structures of the developing countries with 

structural trends in the developed countries, it may be possible to discover industries away 

from wh.ch the developed countries are moving and into which the developing countries may move. 

Data on the developed countries will be made available in an ËCE study of structural change. 

Structural data and other information on the individual countries dealt with in the study have 

been placed in the respective country files, where they are available to all sections of UNIDO. 

The analysis and conclusions of this study will for« the basis of the special topic of Volume V 
of the "Industrial Development Survey», 

231. In 1970, UMBO began tho preparatory work on Projections of industrial development 

(15.02,04) in the Second United Bâtions Development Denade (rD/8/3Q/áád,3, paras.252-257). 

Ir 1971, UHIDO carried out projections cf output, employment and trade in manufactures for 

thirteen individual countries and for thirteen sectors.    This work will be broadened to cover 

additional interested countries in 1972 and 1973.   The purpose of the projections is to shed 

light on the prospects for sectoral development during the Second United Hâtions Development 

Decade and on the bearing of these prospects on certain policy and other autonomous variables. 

The projections should provide inputs for industrial country programming and background in- 

formation for field missions, especially in the areas of surveys, programming and planning. 

Moi  over, they could provide the basis for ttflDO assistance to developing countries in this 

area.    The findings of each completed series will be kept in the country files. 

232. The work on the projections is being co-ordinated with other United Kations agencies, 

particularly the Centre for Development Planning, Projection and Policies (CDPPP), USCTAD, ILO 

and the regional economic commissions and Wim*.   Consultations en the projections have taken 
place with several agencies. 

233.       The findings of the projects would serve as the basis for a dialogue between ÖWDO and 

the interested countries at an expert group meeting which UIIDO proposes to hold in 1973,    At 

this meetuig, the projections would be compared with data and planning infeimtion currently 

utilised by the interested countries.    Such a meeting would be a good starting point for the 
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establishment of a continuing service activity and would previde UNIDO with guidelines for 
improving the usefulness of the projections. 

Training in methods and techniques of industrial surveys 

and related activities ( 15. J3) 

234. The training and related activities of UNIDO in the field of industrial surveys aro 

intended to improve the capability of the developing countries to perform two functions:     the 

collection of industrial data and their subsequent analysis.    The activities beine undertake,. 

under this heading have three basic components!    training of counterparts by the survey mi UBI on 

teams;    in-service training financed by fellowships;    and training workshops.    The first two 

components are dealt with m the course of UNIDO's operational activities.    The training work- 
shops, however, are a separate activity. 

235. The Training workshops in methods of industrial surveys (15.03.01) were designed to en- 

able the developing countries to undertake their own surveys (lD/B/80/Add,3, para.259).    These 

workshops are directed by UNIDO staff and are built around the experiences accumulated through 

operational activities.    In 1969, UNIDO conducted a course in collaboration with EGA, ILO,  IDKP 

ana IBRD on some aspects of industrial development.    In I97O, UNIDO held a workshop on techniques 

of industrial surveys in Brighton, United Kingdom, for selected representatives of the English- 

speaking developing countries.   A workshop was held in I971, in Dakar, Senegal, in collaboration 

with IDH», for participants from French-speaking developing countries.   UNIDO proposes to con- 
tinue this series of workshops in 1972 ana 1973. 

236. In I97I UNIDO commenced work on a Manual on industrial survey methods (15*03.0?) that 

will set forth the basic principles and techniques of industrial surveys (ID/B/8o/Add.3, 

psra.261).    Mach of the content of the manual will derive from UNIDO's field experience with 

industrial surveys and trelnin« workshops.    The manual will serve to support several of the op- 

eraticuel activities being carried out by Group 15.    it will be a natural adjunct to the train- 

ing courses and, after its publication, could serve as a focal point of the Workshops.    The 

manual will also be of use for UNIDO survey missions and for improving looal capacity to conduct 

surveys.    At a later stage, this manual will be combined with the manual  on methodology for ana- 

lysis of industrial survey data described below (cf. 15.03.04). 

237. With regard to Evaluation of the experience with country industrial surveys and other 

survey assistance (lS.Oi.Olh UNIDO held in 1971 an Expert Group Meeting on the Activities of 

WIBO in the Field of Industrial Surveys (lD/B/64/Add,15, para.30).    The Sxpert Group made a 

number of recommendations that should help UNIDO to improve its survey assistance.    The recom- 

•sndations foouaed on the country survey missions and included suggestions for follow-up of 

the mission's recommendations, the training of counterparts,  the drafting of terms of reference 

ani the oontents of the reports*   The Expert Qroup stressed that the work of each mission, as 

reflected in the reports, should be forward looking and operational in order to better assist 

the developing countries in planning and programming industrial development. 
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230.   It is obvious that a machinery for follow-up will have to be developed to ensure im- 

plementation of the survey mission's recommendations; efforts are being made to provide for 

this. As recommended by the Expert Group, a staff member will be included on the survey team 

whenever possible to ensure that first-hand experience is available during the follow-up phase 

after the original team has been dispersed. This staff member would be expected to review 

periodically the follow-up recommendations with government officials in the country concerned. 

As another step, summaries of the recommendations will be prepared and circulated to headquar- 

ters staff and to the country concerned. The synoptic presentation of mission reports (cf. I5.O5) 

is an additional step through which useful information ran be provided to potential investors. 

219>       Among the various training activities of UNIDO designed to upgradd country capabilities 

for conducting industrial surveys is the Development of methodology for analysis of industrial 

survey data (.15.03.04). An increasing number of developing countries are now collecting regular 

data on industry (e.g. on output, wages, employment and exports), but they are unsure as to the 

best way to utilize such data. On a number of occasions, staff members have assisted developing 

countries to analyse industrial survey data. Such assistance involves several approaches to the 

task of analysis, and UNIDO proposes to synthesize these approaches and present the« in syste- 

matic form in a manual. The major objective of this activity would be to ascertain the Most 

useful way to consider such data BO  as to be able to diagnose the nature and location (branch of 

industry) of the problems confronting industry in the developing countries« A manual such as 

the one proposed would enhance the ability of the developing countries to analyse survey results 

whether the surveys were conducted by UNIDO or by the countries themselves. 

MSJSJBSJHJ MM Ini CüiMtvy nil lyslseji ( I $.04) 

240. A well-plaaaed information system is an integral and indispensable adjunct te 

pecta of industrial development, and the Count» file Mfste* (15.04.01) was designed by UIK» 

to be such a system. Accordingly, the activities of IHIBQ with regard to industrial statistics 

aim at increasing the availability of information to the organisation. As in the past, WWQ 

will continue to rely heavily on data supplied by the United Mations Statistical Office in Hew 

York and by the contacts already established with ^he various regional economic commissions and 

UNESOB, Although these traditional sources of information are of great value, experience has 

shown that the information tends to be elaborated in a «inner not suited to the purposes of 

evaluating requests for assistance and wf briefing field everts. For this reason, «ISO de- 

veloped its country file system. The files contain a wide range of background triforcati on and 

extensive economic and industrial data on each of the developing countries, including data cal- 

culated by UNIDO weh as productivity data and inter-country comparisons, fhe information in 

the files is continually updated. The country files are intended for tee use of all sections 

of UNIDO, and for experts and consultants for briefing prior to field missions. This procedure 

minimizes the amount of field time required for effective orientation and often provide« in- 

formation that would not be available to th« expert in the field. 

241. As in the past, Group 15 continues to serve as a liaison between USIBO and the Statis- 

tical Office of the United Rations in New York and represents UNIDO in the Working Oroup of 

the United Nations Statistical Coranianion. 
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Synoptic presentation of industrial survey 

mission reports (15.05) 

242.        The report« of industrial country survey missions are necessarily lengthy, detailed 

ami often highly tacimi cal in .'ature.    Quite possibly, however,  there is a broader and more 

fanerai audience to which such information would be beneficial.    For those countries where 

government approval is obtained, UNIDO proposes to prepare for wide distribution a synoptic 

version or digest of the survey mission report.    An attractively designed document of some 

twenty pages would be useful to the country concerned and to UNIDO m promoting investment 

in industrial projects.    The document would include important background information, a sum- 

mary of the »ore important finding« of the mission, and an identification of areas of invest- 

ment potential.    As survey assistance is concentrated in the least developed countries,  this 

service would have the greatest impact on that group of countries. 
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Printed publication! 

1971 putii oati one programme 
fr*l*»f«» 

Industrial Development Survey (I5.OI) 

ID/41  Volume II 

ID/64  Volume III 
8 

E 

Cost 
QSW) 

4,555 

1972 mublination« ««. 

ïtrtuptriti Development Bury.» (15.01) 

ID/41     Volume II 

ID/64     VoluM XII 

Volume IV 

9 

ft 
I 

SylfO 

l!ttWMt of 1<m Md>liai1l?ni ff 

iirtifftirua imV' 
Volume IV 

Volume V 

(15.01) 
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Ijjifi    In the computation of the printing ooete m standard tmmalm mm applied *-—* fl- 
an averse ooet of intera»! and external printing. W      ^^ * 






